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GEOLOGY, APPLIED GEOLOGY (MIM1EAL HSSOUECES)

AND GEOPHYSICS IN AFRICA

(Prepared by

Fo Dixey

President of the Association

of African Geological Surveys)e

Note: This report constitutes Chapter II of the '•Survey of the natural

resources of the African continent"? prepared "by CTESCO at the request

of the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, and

which is to be published shortly by UNESCO. This, report was submitted,

in a provisional form-, under reference E/CNS14/3O, to the second

session of the Commission? then was reproduced imder reference UNESCO/

US/Nil^ for distribution to Member States and Associate Members, compe

tent international intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations,

as-well as' to a number of specialists, with a view to obtaining their

comments,, In, the present version, such comments have been taken into

consideration. In the final vloume, this report will be complemented

by six annexes (geological bibliographies of African territories, conc

ise bibliography, list of scientific periodicals relating to African

geology, geological research organisations operating in Africa, review

of the geological mapping in Africa, map on l/lO,OQ07000 scale showing

the location of chief mineral resources of Africa),,



: ,....,.. ... .,.., . .. • . I,,INTBQD0GTION , „-,...- , . ..■■■<: --t '

=■ -,.-. -This review .has been prepared at the invitation, of the Economic

Commission forAfrica^ it supplements a bibliography .covering the same field

and it is.intended. Mto cover scientific knowledge concerning Africa in the

domain of. geology,, .applied geology (mineral resources),and.geophysics, rele

vant, to economic planning"• , It should also "indicate l^ok of information or

^investigation, if any, in these fields, and, should-su^ges;1;;i nieasur;es to be

taken, for the, extension of the frontier^; of scientific knowledge, in the domain

of geological resources"»... : ■ ......:... { ,.,.;; ,.. :

-Such a- review must clearly Dover a very -wide field, and in order to keep

it within reasonable bounds only'tha more important questions can be consid

ered, and even : these somewhat briefly. It will inreffect be a short review

■of. the" extend to which modern'knowledge and techniques.-are -"being..applied to

geological survey and mineral investigation, but exclusive; o-f ^?ound water,

which is covered by a separate review^.

,:,;. TJhile tjie review is: written, on behalf of a central authority, it is hoped

that-it may be of-: interest .also io African Administrations!, it, is. not intend

ed to be technical, but as a review of current activities It' may .be of inter

est, to scientists: also* , . . . ,

It is not possible to consider such a review without ^rfeferring to Lord

Eailey's monumental and immensely valuable work "An African Survey", recently

revised, which however deals only with the countries "South of the Sahara".

In it he discusses in some detail a number of important subjects that can be

referred to in only the briefest terms in this review; they include the fun

ctions of capital in under-doveloped areas, courcss. of capital, the State and

' mineral production, ownership of mineral rights, the contribution made to

public revenues, the organization of research, and the future of colonial

\J See' Chapter Vs "Review of Hydrology in Africa", ;by :-J» Bodier,
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research. In addition, a valuable'vsummary is given of the mineral industry,

territory by territory, with special reference to the history of development

and the production and value of minera;isr Other recent reviews of the min

eral industry, but for the whole of Africa, have been given by Barthes and

Furon," and mehi;ion must also be made of the annual Statistical Summary of the

Mineral Industry" "issued ^ the Mineral'Resources Division of the Overseas

, Geological" Surveys in London. In view df the availability; of:these impor

tant sources of information, this review will be concerned more'with mineral '

investigation than with mineral production. ' " ;

1 "While Lord Hailey makes relatively alight reference to the Geological

1 Surveys, these services, and related scientific activities, are dealt with

more fully by Dr. E9BS Worthington in his related, comprehensive work "Scien

ce in;^h& Developnont of Africa",, published by GGU/O.Sk, inrl^Q, which

also covers only the countries ta.y^ of the Sahara, ■

A recent volume providing a valuable background for the matters now

considered i;sr Professor L.D. Stamp's "Africa: A Study in topical Develo

pment", which also summarizes vexy briefly the mineral products of all the

territories described. , ■

The countries outside the range covered by Lord Hailey and Itr, Forthi-

ngtoh include principally the following: .

(a) Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, in all of which there are well-

developed geological services and an abundant li'tefa-fcure §

("fa), Libya, Ethiopia, and Somalia,, whiclj appear to have mines depart-

, . ments but no gGological services, and only a sparse literature;

, .- Ethiopia has a small mineral production and the others practically

none, apart from the recently discovered oil in Libya?

(c) the United Arab Republic and the Sudani both have possesed Geolo

gical Surveys for piany years, and the former has a considerable

literature.
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.' in. response tq,niy .i^

of these countri^S? ^

;■ : -The changing poaitleal^s^uct^eT^f inajriy^errl^dMdB'^'Africa Has '

a yery. ^oonside^-ble^^i^g. on ^^^^ie^^^tie^-^-gedlogioal £urvey 'and

mineral investigation, Far fche-'ffiost part th:^ ne% Mmihistratxorisiiave shown

a real interest, in;.the ..po^xbilitiea .of mineral, development,. and,they usually

realiB*^ ^ ft rwoa^tla iqining,la».is lndis-

pensable. for this; ;^t their in^rest^ rasearcb.^endp .eto ,lto. sh^r^b. Um,..

r they .look'for c^iok. resjilts, p.p£ thejs:.,:??aTO:.;a .^o^ant ,o^timisnv as t? .tbe ^n-

''^ral potential of thoir .opunto^
" mental research^ll.. confipie. to,,d^end wpon. awjistaple, ^ron, Qutci^e Sources3"

partioiaarly pf.. an,;.i:nter:mtional. char%oter.. i.gain?, the ne^er Administrations

are nat^lly:;an^om that their own ^jeoto -should: take their, place :in-the

scientific inv^Ugatipn of. their terrlto^ep, .and the- are, in

..adyanoing: i

.,,;.:, In tie present review, ' ea!pha;Sib is-laid on fee

of the Stad7:Of. geology: ah£L-relabel BcAtaios in the

.. ana-M«roduo-tion-i of--.minerals j- bound geological^ mapping1!^ the A

step in the modern instigation of minaral potential/ not only i

Of minerals po^olrei.fOr export .tet.al^ Pf a range of rock and

products,, including ground ^te?,; required, fo^ local uee^nd essential in

the development of the economy» . . -. .- ■ . ,■•.-..- ■ . :.: :. ■ '■■ !"■•■■ •■■■ '

,-,i The: oi^rentreview of African. lite*i*ure^ugge£'fcs,.that-oft:

especially- inview-of .intense and trtaes^eai 5ort,^ar:-aGti*iti«S,- *hff- Cbn-b-

inent ;is tetter known and the; g^logical^ swri^s; Jett« :de?relopea,;.than

"might" be Supposed hy those familiar ^ith; tae;^s^pn5.;>ut that.of ;cpjwse

'is'not' to" say'that ^ there vdca? not^remain,.* ^eat .dsal:?ffipp ;^o ^done

over, from the point of' view cf ^ thinge ofmof
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known from earliest times, including gold, copper, tin, lead, and silver,

the ancient prospector? seem to have scoured large parts of the Continent

very thoroughly,as shown by the varied, widespread and often very isolated

character of their workings, which indeed frequently afforded a valuable

guide in the early days of European prospecting, ....

As regards the possibility of n&\r mineral discovery, it remains true

that the mineral wealth of Africa is very unevenly distributed., -and that

large areas are likely to remain barren in spite of careful search. But

it may be said that while the prospect of discovering new major mining, fields

comparable with that of the Transvaal or the Central African copper belt is

small, there is prospect of finding medium and small deposits of minerals

required for export and local use, which sooner or later will assist cons

iderably in the economic development of their territories? in fact* taking

Africa as a whole, the rate of discovery in the current investigations is

most encouraging. There are also many large and important deposits already

well-known but now unworked, which will doubtless piay a ^±tQii part in deve^

lopment in due course, and in all probability still others, unseen at the

surface but lying within working depth, awaiting discovery by modern scien

tific methods of prospecting*

As a result of increasing population and rising standards of living,

not only in Africa but throughout the world, ever-increasing quantities of

minerals will be required, and to keep pace with these new demands as well

as to replace the deposits now being worked as they become exhausted, the

search fo:r new sources must continue with an ever-greater intensity.

But in order to achieve the desired result, four essential requirements

must be met - a greater knowledge of geology and of exploration techniques,

time to build up that knowledge, great capital resources for the employment

of these techniques, and courage to use them.
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IltPESSS OF GEOLOGICAL.

X, General :.-.

:rii ^vln.estimating.the general.position in Africa it is. necessary to bear

! iii. mind that present knowledge, of, the, geology and ...mineraj.. resources .of the

- Continent, is ...very, patchy,, not only in the developed as against the .lmder-

^-developed, territories, but also.with^n almqsfc every, territory;, nonetheless,

on. the- whole, much of Africa. iB.f^r: *et.ter known., than may.tbe supposed.by

■ those unfamiliar .with its problems^.:,, r ., , .. ; .. . ,,. , , ■. .....;■...

-:- '""'■An inspection of the-"Dlbli©graphies- and- lists'of map:s prepared, in

"connexion ■with this review affords! a^xeady criterion Wthe: work carried

■ out'tV"date in each territory, ■ having:;regard: to its size^ but not necess

arily to the prospects''of develox)m:entv ' For. exainpl-e, in-1 the older ^and better^

developed territories such as the Republic of■*!3buthi:Afo'iediSouthern'■"Hhodesia,and
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the former Belgian Congo, and? to a lesser extent, in the current or. former

British and French Overseas (Territories, a large amount; of'•information has

been .gained,1 whereas, in the less—d'^eXa^ed territories^ number of other

^territories (Libyay Ethiopia,, etc.) have been studied less ezte.ijs.ively and

! the information available is meagre indeed,, . and the task^of assessing.their

possible economic -development correspondingly [difficult.; Of the ^"better

"'known territories, the rate of investigation since; the war;.has besn^immensely

■;■■"greater tiian'at any time in their previous-history* but. that, t^ere^ig still

'much to be'learned is shown by the'way; in'which: mineral discoveries* ;.pften

/ 'important^ Continue tobe made. But, in,view of:the.veryigreat extent■of the

"territories'concerned,-arid the detailed-mapping -of .very small,: areas .required

;■ in mineral^investigation^ it will necessarily be: manyidecadesrbefore anything

~- like their' full mineral- potential can be..known•■ : , ■ .:■ , .;; ■■ .-...;

With the object of aiding an assessment of "current knowledge it"■'■' will be

of interest to consider the following means by which our knowledge of:the geo

logy and mineral :resoiiroes of Africa has been built up.-; ■

2. The Geological Surveys ■■■ ,",..,

'She Geological Surveys are c'oncerned with fundamental "research into the

nature and structures of tike rocks of their territories, and 'this information

provides the essential basis for. a proper understanding'^nd: appralsai'of the

possibilities of mineral occurrence and development,■■'and "of the geological

knovjledge required"for many other important purposes, as dri 'si-ting engineering

works such as dams and bridges, buildings, breakwaters,- In public-health in

relation'to drainage jarid springs, .and in agriculture .a^a. .^e^ards. soils and

/their origin.from rocka- ;of various kin^s..... Inforpiation is provided.also not

only in reajpaet./of the;bett.er known ...economic -minerals.such a.s diamonds, the

:. . ores -of rgoldj: copper-, iron,/e-tcv and .fuels., but. also^f.or a wide range of '

rock and mineral products, oft.en. of ,great ..local, importance ,s.uch as limestones

and clays for Gement manufacture, clays for ceramics and pricks,
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materials-and;road metalslnfe3~^i3-ig.e^s, .etc.. ■ In /addition, : ground^ water"ris,,

a mineral of par^mouis,itf:impQ3P*fti&$e.in.-z&ost.; par,ifs. of ,4£riea.,:j..-and:,.as such ,4s.;tl.;

the subject of detailed study by Geolo^i.cal-,Surveys::with,.a yiew..,tp.,jts.. lppT

ation and use, . ■ .. . . ' .

^sgential t&sk;;;<?ff;a ^eoXo^J-paa Su^y^y.,^... th^.prpduc^ion^of .a.geolo

^^n explanation .of it, ^nd

attaohad-tp it, $&■.tk.idpais^a^io?? ;is- a;t;,onpe.?fveaj.ed Jy ttie.fate of issue

tiie-total extentyof.pd ^th

y' tiie "days'-are n6w;past;- ^en^a^^Qlo^ifet^Was^^expe-ctea^ to

prepare"'Ms''bW ^po^apiixc- Ijase' niapy:^fte"rate ' of^pi'ogre^^o

&irVey: is Mi^' iependeiifu^bn' the: ^ate -'of-' pi'bvisiob'-Pf -tbpt>gr#ph±<^

on air pk6^¥^iarpl&V'^

^-. a^r^gia ^^:of.(ffiosaips,/:and,rof;.print:.la^dp^isi; in special cases,.. These

central OT^jQjL&ffiXpA,.- qx.t^lpp^

, in the:.;3ri^ish; Oyer^eas Terr4it-

and.^^su^^.tjie. ,P^s.p;tprate:...

of .prver^as; (ae/ode!tic.,andi,TppOgr.aphi,q)! ,Sur.veys., .witfe Hea^ua^rter^ near iondon.

The. sheets are mainly on the scale of l/5p,OOQ., ;"but^.s,.ome are ■ p.u.the ^scales^

of l/lOO,000 and l/l25»OOO. In French-speaking territories, the "Institut

geographiq.ue national" prepares topographic maps, "based on air pHoto^caphs,

on 1/200,000, l/iOO,000 and'l/500,000 scales.

...:■.-A Ge^lo^ic^l:-^ye^;,is; norjna^y^an.o^.pia^ ^partme^nt.?, su.ch_as .that,_

and oil ..pomp.ani^s, ..also .maintain ..-geplofical depart^e.riijs tp .deal...^ith their

■pa'rtiaula3?-!ar-ea,s-;and problems.,,.^e^olf^a^.O^lq^oaJ .S^ye^. is.^npt, on^

its wbol^ rt&r;rito3?3r, ^but ..it.,is. ajiso...nor.iiia,lly the. repository
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of all geological- informa/fcion and-^ records-cbh'cernifcg the territory^ and:41;

maintains a museum or*;representatiW rock,- mineral*-and fbs*sil specimens ''■

for departmental and public refe:rehce« !" ■■"'" ■'-'■■-.- ■■ "■'■*■' '■'■'■•■ ■-■■■■ '■■ ■■ ■■ •■'■'* ■.•■■-■■

In olose relation with the Geological Survey there is in practically

all-'territories' "a: 'Mines "Department"-, wftbse main object is the study of under

ground deposits and tie development of mineral resources by prbspecting'firms,

but the' exact"relationship between them varies i"roirrterri-fcory: to territory*

usually in accordance with the importance of the mining industry.'; On the '

other hand, in the Republic of SoUt^;:Africa,:rin Southern Rhodesia and In ■■"•■

French-speaking territories'-, 'there is also a Mines Department (which issues

mining; permits, and supervises-safety in mining.operations); .the Geological

Survey,: igr tfeen ,part of the: .MinesDe^ar^mentj, whereas in^ most.,.British,, .Overseas

Territories,:..-ffii&igeological purvey and. :Mines.departments are. q.ux.t-e .separate,

.working in; more or;,less.\close collaboration.

The' larger' Gfeoidgicai Surveys, with staffs; of 25 !or more scientific

officers-,' usually includei besides geologists, oneJ-or: more1 specialist officers

suon as dhemistV P^trolbkist, :mineralogisi;j :-physicisti or mining geologist.

These officers' are ■ nojmaily -'Europeans1;" bui;''the1 Gfe:ologiba0.r: SurSreys of ¥es%:"

Africa all include a% leaist one ifrioan? and 'tlfese numbers are likely 'to

increase, although ;prbWbiy Slowly.

Since the war there has been a very great increase in Geological Survey

activity in Africa, and in the number of geologists employed; many new Geolo

gical Surveys have been set up, and the existing surveys have been expanded

threefold 6r fourfold^ while mining cbmpaiiieV em'ploy" geologists to a far

greater extent than befor'e, not' only 'fbi*1 prospecting work,'' 'but also for normal

mining operations, -While "-this iifcr'ease iias"be'en largely 'duetto the ■evei'-'-'-

increasing' demand "for the discovery-aiid 'd'eveloiiment Vf hew Mineral1 deposits,

i?Wi'W; a view' to* inc"reasing" tjie'-'exptttt bf:minerals^i'i%: Has' beeri' due als64;" to a
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greatly increased awareness of the value of geological services to the

community,. Accordingly, as.population and living standards have increased,

and countries have .expanded industrially, there has. "been a. greatly .augmented

demand for geological products and for.geological information for local

purposes.. In-fact, .in Africa, as elsewhere? the more a country develops

.industrially the. greater, is the demand for. geological services,? and this

factor, apart from mineral development as ordinarily understood? may "be

expected to leacj. to a steady and even increased .demand for geologists as

time goes on. The search for, and develor^mt. of, ground 'water supplies?

in which in recent years the Geological Surveys have afforded outstanding

service to their territories, and the giving of advice on engineering geo

logy in respect of communications and foundations for dams, bridges, ' "building

etc.j on the occurrence of cement-making and "building materials,.oh soils

and fertilisers? on fuels, on assistance to prospectors and on many other —

matters, have on many surveys taken up the time of as much as fifty per cen.

of the staff, bo that work on the fundamental task of geological mapping has

necessarily "been slowed dovn* But for efficient and economical service, and

to avoid duplication and waste of effort, it is essential that staffs should

be adequate to enable normal geological mapping to precede all other investi

gations related to local geological matters.

.. It should "be borne in mind that .over a large part of -Africa the increa~

sed cost of geological services since the war has 'been very largely met. by

the responsible metropolitan countries, as? for asample, "by the Colonial

Development and Welfare Fund ( C:n & V ) in the British Chn^Goas Territories

and by le Ponds df ;".nvestissement .pour le ddVeloppement e'oonomio^ue et social

(FID8S), and later by the Fonds d'aide et de coopfe-.tion (FAC) in the French

territories and French-speaking African states.

Furthermore,.it should be remembered that; in the geological service
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possibly more than an. any other, Africa- owes- a great debt to the

■riafe scientists concerned, for, while Africans have pursued the profe

ssions of law and medicine for several decades, they are only now, and

somewhat slowly, taking their place in the field sciences such a& geology,

on which the future development of their countries so largely depends.

In Egypt, however, local men have long served ..with the Geological Survey.

It is important to recall also that- apart from the great achievements

of the mining companies in mineral investigation and production, the Geol

ogical Surveys have played a very significant part in the development of

the mining industry on whioh the revenues and industrial growth of so

many countries of Africa depend* In original discovery, or initial invest

igation, or in geological mapping, the Geological Surveys have assisted'

in the development of the Kilembe copper mine of Uganda and of Akjoujt

(Mauritania); phosphates (Senegal? Togo) and niobium and rare earth minerals

of the carbonatites of East and Central Africa; iron ores, chromite and

coal in Southern Bhodesia; coal and columbite in Nigeria; diamonds, mang

anese and bauxite in Ghana; iron ore, diamonds, platinum and chromite

in Sierra Leone; tin in the Arir (Niger), iron in Mauritania, iron and

manganese in Gabon* cement in many territories? etc., besides the discov

ery or investigation of many important deposits still awaiting development,

such as gypsum in Somaliland Protectorate5 iron and coal in Tanganyika;

bauxite, ilmenite, monazite, in Nyasaland; coal in Northern Rhodesia; coal

and iron in Swaziland; lead, uranium-pyrochlose and iron ores-in Nigeria^

manganese in the Niger, bauxites in Mali and Guinea, iron in Senegal, etc.,

as well as many lesser mineral deposits being worked in many countries.

In the British Overseas Territories it has long ~beeh customary for

the Geological Surveys to pursue, by means of mapping, pitting and drill

ing, the investigation of-; mineral .deposits, often discovered, by themselves,
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to-the :pbint: at whiciP tlte economic; possibilities of the deposits, can be

' assessed, with the object, of attracting the interest of fining companies,

■: : and in due course such a company normally applies, to.the government for a -

■permit to pursue the investigation. Examples of deposits examined in this

" way are the bauxite and manganese -of Ghana, (then the Gold :C,aast), ^the baux-

■ ite of Hyasatand, the coal and iron ore of Swaziland, the, ;.pld Bushman

-cdpper' mine of Bechuanaland, ;the pyrochlore o^;Mbey.ar Tanganyika, the niob

ium minerals of Mrima, Kenya, the Sukulu pyro;chlor,e-apatite deport, Uganda,

..,;. and the gypsum of.^Somaliland Protectorate, besides numerous smaller deposits,

The growth^arid achievements of the Geological Surveys pf Africa provide

, ,.a story ..of great .scientific and. economic interest. The largest, and one of

: the, oldest,. is that, of the Republic of South Africa, founded in 1910,

. ,„ which.|ias an, establishment of about 80 geologists and related scientific

officers, ..although its actual strength is .well below this* that of Southern

- ■ .Bho?Lesia?,a^so established in 19,10, with a staff of about 12? Nigeria,

., ,, founded ,in, 1919 with 8$ establishment of about 30. In Congo (Leopoldville)

;-.. .ther;e.,i.s.the,,Servi.ce,.Gf.plogique du Congo and one in Rwanda & Burundi. A

,.. , summary statement of the activities and resources of the Geological Surveys

, ,in.Afiric^, South, of the Sahara, on which the following remarks are based,

,- hasbeen giy.en.by Dr. Itothington-/. : .

T Prior to the independence of African -States :former,ly,under French

administration, there existed a certain number of central geological sur

veys, each covering several territories. The Service federal des mines et

..-de. la.geologie of ;the former French ¥est Africa ( AOF ) was created in

1930, with headquarters at Dakar and personnel comprising some 45 geologi

sts, and 32 assistant geologists,, Another important survey existed in

\] Science in the Development of Africa (l958)> PP« 77-78
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Brasssaville (which attained a total strength of 28 geologists and.40

prospectors) for the former French :Eftiatorial Africa ( 1EF. )j others

in Yaounde* (Cameroun) (8 geologists), and Tananarive (Madagascar) (some

15 geologists). This activity was co-ordinated by the Inspection generale

des mines et de la geologie de la France d'Outre-Mer with laboratories

in the vicinity of Paris,. Each local survey has at its disposal several

imporitant laboratories equipped for treatment, of,ore on ad .experimental

or even semi-industrial scale- , . .:

The political changes which have taken place:in: these territories

have led to complete modification of this structure. ■

Bach independent State now has at its disposal a mining and geologi

cal survey; however, the former A,F,.F. States maintained in Brazzaville,

up to 1961, the old Federal Direction under the name of Institut equat

orial de recherches et d1 Etudes ggologiques et minieres ( I3HGM- j.

Very often the national geological survey has insufficient staff and equi

pment to cope, by itself, with the normal tasks of a geological survey

and has to call upon an organization endowed with more powerful technical

means. It is for this reason that the majority of African States'previously

under French administration entrust the carrying out of their geological

work (mapping, geological syntheses, publication, hydrogeology, general

prospection) to the Bureau de recherches g^ologiques et nvinieres

(BRGM). . . .. ..-..-..

The technical resources of the ' IEEfiH &avo recently been ■ trans- ,.

ferred, like those of the former Federal Direction of : AOF'to feothe

BRGM. This enables tti'im to:act'attf agent of the former"A£P States. The

geological', survey of Madagascar continues to function in; its earlier way.

In addition, the recent development of the geological surveys an

certain States has been noticed, notably in the Ivory Coast and -Mali#
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-■ -':'" ■^e"/^reiioh-6veris©;aB"igeoio^lcai surveys have issued regularly, up

-to' 1^59/ several publications: " Notes et Itailetins'dft la Direction f6d-

^raie ted mines et de la ae^lb^ie drA0P, : bulletins d<> la Direction des

" mines ■eiTde' la :.ge^iogie!de .J'AEF,!,,^ ^Bulletins, de' la-Direction des mines,

et' de te; .^oloaie du Gameroun, annual reports' of ,v^rip;us

former

Be^a

xpe.Uent,i^.l^J^ES^--Ae^Wteii?s; at

branch, office at Bukayu,:an^ in addition tit© Comitf Special de Katanga;;:

had, a grouP; of geologists; censed on llisabethville,: v^;geologicaX, survey

also exists ,in, Rwanda, .and: Burundi^ ; The .British Overseas Geolo^icaX purveys

are co-ordinated "by, a post-war Directorate "in, I.on^on,, set up hy:^ P.■-

Dixey, and now controlled by Br. S.H, .Shawj. the_ Directorate includes ... .,

headquarters for photo-geology, geophysics, etc, and a^so the long- ,

established Mineral Resources bivision,1 with its,cheinical and;mineralo|ical

laboratories, mineral intelligence', "iitax^, "index,! etcf

publishes; tL Quarterly ^iletin/»OverUaa Geology and■■

the "Statistical ftmrnary of tW;^m^

tlie: Director^ ^Annual. Heppr^. ■;! .The ;African.: .Overseas :6ffices ;are : i»: Uganda,

Kenyar ^nga^yika,, Horthern^HhodLesia, ;%asaland, oBecimana,land, Swaziland

Somaliland Protectorate, Nigeria; A^d; Sierra. Le.onG.. All.these surveys.*. 3 % ^

with a, total scientific, staff of;about ;;L3<3> ^ve. ^ellirecLuinp.ed;. and xell-^,

; warv.withvthe.;aid;.of ;05,,

&,^,r-them'-have ;minera

the, .usual chemical.and mineralogical facilities, ;■:.. ■;:- .:. . ■;..■;-■ :^;-^rr^,..
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.^ The Portuguese overseas provinces have mining and geological surveys

■ - uese ^ulhegV-;«raef^Sury^.^;^er the' directorate>neral for
*^

,.l^fng;.p^flea^.;..!«tariSbv^r,i,a ..«er:taitt /type ,oiV;mining

research, of a ..speciaj; liature^is o:arrj.ed:.out,hy various ^ining.ooncerns.

■: -In We Federation of Hh'bdesia ^n^Hyasaiand &e three.Gec4pgfi3al Surveys

Vt ^he' constitufet territoriesy Wsed b*: Salisbury, /Lusaka and/Zomta resp-

■ ectively,:^ontim^fbr the liime ^beinsVas separate entitiesr they^have a

total strength^f. about" 30:gepiogi&ts,' tesiies specialist officers such

as geophysioist;s''and chemists. ^"■■■*1 ''y:.-?•■>■■■.; - /; \s; ■"■;:..j.

.,..';.; ^ ^puUi0 of ;Soutt A&ioa ^s i much larger organization for
'SiOa^an* m^le^.S^lies ^"^^'^er^o^try, as ffiay ibe expected from .
the importance of its mining' industry. "The'ceolagical Survey^ ™hich includ-

^'Z^^ division of the
Department- of Mnes withheadgrters in Pretoria. :i It has an'establishment
of about' 80 qualified' officer's <iivided between branches' of regional geo-

■ alogy, ' The GoVernment Metallurgical Laboratory in' Johannesburg; investi-

gates all'aspects of the processing of minerals and ores. In "addition

eachof the^eight universities has a Department of Geology: Allied organi-

zations^ operating in the^ Union'under^ State auspices' are' the Division of

Chemical Service for' rock'and'mineral analyses,' the Fuel Research'Institue,

the national Physical Laboratory' ooncerned'with'spectrography^'radio-
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activity* mass spectrometry and earth temperature, and the geological ...

■^section;6f the: Atomic Bnergy Board,, all, of.which are in Pretoria,. ., .... .

:Seismbgraphy;is studied at the Bernard,Price Institute.:for Geophysics ;.

"■■af the University of 'the. Hitw.tersrand.: .?hree of, the four; national^

"'"■museums and also the -Bernard./ Price' Institute have.; specialists^ Palaeon

tology/ while the: Bureau; of,-Archaeology in. Johannesburg has a scientific

: s&ff dealing with quaternary and recent geology. , . ,; ^ ,

Ghana, since independence, has maintained'and expanded, the former,,

-Geological tovey of, the-Gold Coast, whch formed part of the Overseas

Surveys Organisation;, in.19,57-1958, the scientific establish-

comprised .^.^eolo^sts, including senior staff, ..one petrplogistV and

4^0 -clieinists, but at,the. end of the year there were 11 vacancies in the

-grade of-geologist; in:1959); a plan.was app-oyed;;for the expansion of the

Geological Survey of Ghana by the appointment of 40 additional geologists,

geophysioistsr geochemistsand petrologists and equivalent numbers of

- technical- staff.,.- ^he-.^epartrnent. has now been furnished with field and

laboratory equipment for geophysical and geochemical prospecting surveys

.on a considerable scale, and the number of diamond drills increased from

., three ;to six.

■:: In iliiberia, geological matters, as they arise, come under the direct

ion of the-Bureau of Natural Resources and Surveys at Monrovia; in 1953,

the-last year .-for which an. annual, report appears to be a^ilable, the

Bureau of Mines and Geology had..a. scientific staff of about six.

' Assessing the position as a whole, there are appreciably more than 400

geologists working in the region South .of the.Sahara.in official capacities.

This figure does not include"-geologists -employed by parastatal bodies such

/as the Comite' Special du Katanga in the Congo,, the Bureau de reeherohes

■giologiqueset mluieres and the Sooiete'.de Recherche. Petroliere and
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Commissariat a I'Energxe Atomique in French territories, and the Colonial

Development Corporation in-British, territories. For does the figure inc

lude hy&rologists, geophysicists, pedologists an£ .geographers in various

government departments and institutes other -than those primarily concerned

with geology.: If these were'included the total figure would be increased

by'perhaps another 100, therBHGM .alone having in Africa,:- South of tho

Sahara more than 80 geologists, the.increase produced:by>the intervention

of■parastatal bodies certainly exceeds a hundred.

In addition to State and parastatal organizations, the mining compan

ies of repute in nearly ail territories in Africa employ geolbgists*,. the

number of which amounts to1 several hundred.' HUT Tnter-^African Geological

Correspondent has compiled a list of these specialists, B3&;in:&ll, :%nd

is maintaining it up to date. There are many dther ^geolsgi^ts.who,:atudy

African subjects'although the'y'are based in 3oa*ope'*or .the-United. St8,tes

,3f America.' Comparedwith 20 years'ago it.may beosaid that..the.rintensity

of geological research and hence the output of^results.has-increased four

or fivefold, " ' ' ' ' "'' ' ■ -'; - '"*■'- •~*;y<-' ''*■'■■■'■ '-r'-'-':"

Considering now the territories in northern Africa beyond the range

of the CC2!A activities, in Algeria, the Geological Service is run by

.the Service de la Carte Glolbgique'"a© l!f:£lgi^le''with headquarters at

Algiers. Its strength increased ¥ro"in;12 geologists in 1947 -to 30 geolo-

gists and geophysicists in'1954, and'lts5' activities during, the period

were described in its "Bulletin No'/ 5' of ■'1955. The Service issues, aperies

of. "bulletins under ^;tli^. general-title of .Trayaux des coXlaborateurs, in which

'are given the bibliography-for the .preceding, year and;a. dozen or more se-

■parate-papers ~by the staff.on tfeeir work;,Bop.t of.these papers, are. purely

■ geological' and-paleontological'-.^t.--others are, mineralpgioal,. petrogpar--

phical/: metallurgacal-and geophy^cal,.. ..Geological., maps .are published on

■Eh* scales : 500,000 (6 shoots), 1:2,000,000, and 1.50,000. work on the

latter scale is being actively pursuedo
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In addition to the Service de la Carte Geologique there was the

Bureau de Kecherche Miniere de 1'Algerie' (BHMA) which' was merged with

the BRGM in November 1959, whose activities for the' period 1948-1954

are also.described in Bulletin'5. The Bureau was founded'in 1948 to re-

examine old mines and mineral deposits and to search for new deposits,

a»d it undertakes a wide range of studies in applied"geology - tectonics,

lithology, petrography, geophysics, geochemistry, chemical analysis, etc.

The wor£ undertaken is that of the "Inning Geologist" as quoted in the text,

a specialist described as being very rare in France before the war, but

numerous in British territories, where his work had led to great mineral

discoveries. Accordingly, in 1948 the Bureau undertook to form a oorps

of such officers who would gain in technical skill and experience year by year.

They. have, in fact carried out an important series of mineral investigations

in Algeria, which have been partly published in the Bulletin Scientifique

et Economise du BRMA,

The Bureau de recherches glologiques et minieres continues to carry

out in Algeria the activities of the former Bureau. Among such activities,

one should mention the systematic mapping of the Central Sahara (Hoggar),

■at "present"being"published on a 1:500,000 scale (9 sheets).- 'This-mapping

is carried out simultaneously with the general prospection of mineral1

resources and geological studies on Pre-Carobrian formations.

■■■■ ■■■■ Issue ..Ho. 5 of the Bulletin du Service de la carte glologique d1

.Algerie>also report^on .the ..activity, carried out from 1947 ;to.1954 by the

-..Service des. Itu3.es scientifiques^.appliqufoG a l>hTdrculiquo, tho Geological

■.Section of .which numbered $..geologists,in 1946, ,.and 16 in 1954, The same

Bulletin analyzes, moreoverj ;tlie, activaty, carried out in. ^Igeria by the

largest petroleum-prospecting firms, one of which being the Societl

national© de recherche et d'exploitation des petroles @tt-A-lglri&-(SKEEPAL).
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The Mococcan Geological Survey is,administered by the Ministry of

Commerce, Industry, Crafts., Merchant Navy,/Mines and Geology, The Minis

try comprises, among other departments^ Department of Mines and Geology

which is formed of two branches: a Mines Branch and a Geology Branch* The

latter has two principal Divisions and a certain number of associated

organizations. The Division for the Geological Map, which is responsible

for the general mapping has an associated Section, that of Sedimentary

Basins, which studies especially the structure of subsiding sedimentary

basins and co-ordinates petroleum prospecting. The Division of Ore

Deposits is responsible for inventor!zing ore deposits, prospection and

study of ore bodies and the study of mining prospects and quarry material.

The Centre for Hydrogeologioal Research specializes in the search for

water and the study and evaluation of ground water potential-^ . There

exist also a Geophysical Section, a Chemistry and Physics Laboratory,

a Publications and Exchange Bureau, and a Library.

. . The.staff consists of about 180, of which 40 are geologists and 8

geological technicians. The Geological Branch published the Notes du

.Service Geologique (21 volumes since 1935) and the tt&aoires du Service

Ge'ologique which deal with regional Palaeontology, Stratigraphy, Metallo-

geny, and Hydrogeology, Publications are edited by other organisations

such as: the Institut Scientifique Clifirifien, the Socie*te* des Sciences

NatureTled'et Physiques-du Marocy-^lie -BureaUr-de Recherches et de Partici

pation Minieresr. "The quarterly review Mines et Ge*ologie, issued-by..,the

Department'of Mines and Geology, publishes original articles, summaries

and various information1concerning the geological'and mining activities

in Morocco (14 numbers have been published)," ■ ' ■ *. ■■

\J For reasons of efficiency, the Centre has recently been joined

to the Office national des irrigations, newly established.
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Apart from the Geological Branch, the Bureau de recherche et de

participation minieres (BRPlil), founded in 1928, organizes prospect-

ion and exploitation of ore deposits' or of fuels and supervises the parti-

pation of:the; State Im miriihg-operatiGns.^^It&vresearch Department comp-

rxsW 11 geologists'1 and has a -geochemicali'llabbratory and; an ore-&res,sing

laboratory. '. ThVr:'BRPM- has brought ■W::hO't:ice;many^Grei-deposits since- ■-

the warj especially^' lead, zinc,; copper' and potassium*" Other organizat

ions* such aW the Sbciete' chlrifiehne des Petroled; employ1 their own,.^

geologists- Recent legislation stipulates ofthepf fining: concerns of/a, * ::

:cfetain: standing recruiij their own ■geological staff* / The personnel Is

theEbole des Mines'Trh-lSh also1 trad^is geolo^-cal technicians*

ishing to take Geology first follow a course/aTkyfche- Faculty, of

;^6ieii0e at Rabat University and eOnt£nuk:iJieir.^^

■in-Irailce.- ■■■■'■ ■■'■■■ ■■ - ■■ ■■■■ ■ ■- ■ ■■■■ ■■■.■■-:1 ■ ■>■■■:■■■*. ■••■'.;. .

Tunisia has a Geological Service at Tunis, which is attached to the

Se^re^driat7 d'etat au 'Commerce :<et a 1' Industrie, ^©Service publishes

'■fixe ■AiinalVsl '-:"des -MineW Let- de-la' Geologie^ifl three sections- 6<

M-iinei^ :;and- related

i|'-and other "pUbli-catit

published: 'geological maps-are oh: the scries -1*500^000.^3/sheets) 5

ucbd; It publishes■aisd-hydrogeologiGaisheets^

Before the war the Sudan, in spite of its vast'ektent, had'geolog

ical staff of only two or three officers. After the war" the "position

improved, and in about 19^3 plans were put in hand for ■■ane^w^ioii-.o|

the staff to about. 14-, including specialist officers. at the. Khartoum

headquarters. .dPhe".staff had about reached,, establishment vwhen in40pendence

was achieved inU95^ and-the British geological staff for various .reasons

left the service. Since then the staff has again been built up, and in
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1957, it numbered 1Q, including 14 geologists, 2 geophysicists and 2

chemists, 11 of them being Sudanis; 11 assistant geologists were under

training in,Great Britain and elsewhere.

■;:;,; The Geological;Survey and Mineral Survey:,Department: of; the, Unijted

■Ara'b-fie-ptt'blic has \jqsx;- established:..-^pr;,.many years, and Egyptian: off.ice.rs

entered th%;^servicerattan^-earlyo da^e.,-" -The.;pr:e.sent staff pf the., pepartpien

comprises ffl'g'GQlpgk&isst 14 ciiemists,.; 1Q gepp^sipisjs,. and 1.0 engineers,

Geologicai.isheet1 mapping: ■i.s'r-in. progress orf the1 sliales ;o.f l.t4OyOQO anct- .

li20,000. Annual;reports;..^ not appear to: be published. . other institut-

ibns :such as the Desert;- Inst.i;tute,y<the General -Desert, Development;

(GBH4i')y- ■ ;:the.National Hesearoh ;Center,; tij.e-Atomic Energy pr

and 'the: univei^sities^-also .dea;!'with-geological research* The

^'Geology.' o£ .tire" United, -irab Hepublio ij& published .!bi-rannually by ^e.. geolo

gical Society of Sgypt in collaboration with the National Research, Genia? e

under the auspices of the Science Council.

'-■;.;> : In Libya, Ethiopia, and Somalia;, separate.;GeQlpgical Survey. :Depart-

ments do'.rtQt appear to have been .-.set up, and geo,lQ;gi;cal matters..ar(e re-

^ferred^torthe■■ffities Departments- > Oil has recen^tlybeen discovered in:

Libya, -which.otherwise appears to b© poor in mineral jxesqur/oos.*.^ S?or t&e

.'tformer^Italian territories, .apart from ;Libya, IJspni -(,1952) rhas published

'"an accountiof ■ the tmineral^ocourr:ence.Sjotpgether.^ritH..a; very useful map.

Ffbduction-however'is small and includes gpld, ■.platinum and salt in...

JSthiopia, In recent years the American ICA has assisted in the geo

logical and mineralogical examination of these territories,

Staff•'and Training"; ■ . -: :-J. ■'::. ■■■.-■ v . ;.. . ■ ■ ;' ■ ■■■ : ..;. -..«, ,!-..--.-. ■■■.■■■• ■

In recent years'-great ohanges'have^been'in prbgress :in' the -staffing of

Gebiogibar Surveys tEr'o-u^hbu1*- the* gr^ate* part pf; Africa., Hitherto these

^Departments have had - the" imme&se advantage,- cea?tainly from; the: technical
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-of ViW,-of being .staffed, ^closely. co-o$dna-tea..teaffiS.:o.f,keen and

ly■ competent: expatriates' who, have for .the most, swart- devoted .their

o^tbe service, and have been-able to;, bring to.bear. on < their, "*ork

■i; a ■ great! accumulation of knowledge and experience, which., was^.of-: special

■' i'-wlue^ 'to example,: in geological mapping. . Owing, to ^aitioal^ economic

. and/- social changes, these, men are no^r being replaced partly by.anw.;

generation of contract expatriates and partly by indigenous men,,;. asv4n «*

. examples aJLreacly given. In some .cases the contracts are rene^ble and in

effect provide for a." term of service long enough to be of value to the

government and to the men themselves, but in many cases contract, ter^ns

.^eacL to a feeling of transitoriness,. and the Survey tends^ to. appear,

... temporarily, as a. loosely^fcnit assemblage of men of varying degrees of

. competence gather than as fa well-knit .team ont^ former ;Pattern.? ^ _

,^ -in-.this,discussion the terra "indigenous" .usually .applies to 'the «

■:: :AftioaB-inhabitants- of-the ii^wly developing. countries, but in .certain

■ .-:.;te*apitopies, -as- in- South. Africa, the. Central African federation, .-and.,.

Algeria, there are in addition many locally-born men of European stock

, . Who. are ..entering the j«rt>lio services- The racial origin of the men re

ferred.to in the discussion:will be ;clear from the context. _ . .

^ . -.".with..the .general tendency 'towards an: improved standard , of ..-education,

'.'- opportunities for:Sharing in the scientific activities of .their ..countries

■•-• are-fiow being, made-available-..to,-the, indigenous people; but .-in-the ^ of-

the Geological .Surveys, ■ for example. It is- dosired-.to,emphasize that,;the

■ training of local .men--first -for- technical and, later.rfor ,Scientific,:work

:::-. is a-iask^of^'long-rterm^nature, the-rate of:-prosseaB..in:which,will...;;

,-.:. -depend on-the general.:eduoa.tional facilities available,,.,particu^ly,

-scientific, and-on'thev aptitude of.^he ^en.for • such, .work. ■ ;■ .-. . :,...-
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'■ -The kind of posts'.-for which, men of:-School .Certificate or Higher,.£erti-

fibaie standard could be trained include, thoseiof technical assistants in

chemical'or minferalbgicaiL laboratories, xn the drawing office,, or in the

-Held, as in^rock collecting, sampling, traversing, ertc.;, and this, training

1 can ofteh-be given in the Department itself. Men who show special aptitude

in these duties'can be: entered for university entrance examinations ,and ulti

mately-for a" university course, which^ .would usually be overseas. ■■<'- v

For the post of expatriate geologist in the BritishOverseas Geologi

cal Surveys, the candidate must possess a good honours degree in geology

(1st Class or Upper 2nd Class) with some knowledge of related sciences,

such as chemistry, physics, or mathematics, and in most other geological

services a comparable standard.is called for. l Experience in research is

desirable and is sometimes required in candidates. A similar standard of

qualification is required for the posts of chemist, geophysicist, etc.

In addition the candidates must be acceptable on personal grounds, and the

geologist must be prepared to spend much of his life in camp and working in

i&bTatiori. " ' ■"■- ■ ■■'.'.■.' -.. , ;.: ■ .- . ... '•■ ,-, . ... ■ ..,-. ,.

In order to maintain the accepted standards of Geological Survey it is

essential that indigenous candidates should be no less'Well-qualified.

i'di-ffidulty in the .recruitment of local men.is that, candidates- with the

■:rV4uired Qualifications'are -rarely .available, and-...it is t-hereTore .usually

necessary 'to: select'candidates- of pre-universii;y'-'standard,..a:nd ea^lieR or

later to ^arrange for .them-to be.:entered at a university. -Although.-;■,this

■course 'is:'often unavoidable, :'it >has obvious .disadvantages as compared with

the procedure -followed in the case of-expatriates.- whereby,candidates are

ca-r^fully selected froiii the open market and interviewed before appointment;

This normally-; ensures the appointment of ■ well-q.ualified-.and personally

satisfactory candidates who have already demonstrated that they are fitted
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for an& desirous of pursuing a career in geology. On the other hand

whatever,care may be employed in the selection of a pre-*university candi

date it is.practically impossible to, know beforehand bow far he will be

successful in his studies; he may or may not get a good degree, and,he may

or,may not have, developed an aptitude.for geological work, particularly

fie.i4.w0rk, but unless he is an obvious failure the sponsoring government

JLs,. to a large extent committed to employing him on completion of his train

ing.: Unless rigorous, selection and pruning is maintained at all,.stages,

there is grave risk of lowering the standard of the Geological Survey and

of the service it can give its government in geologioal mapping, mineral

investigation and water supply.

.The.se difficulties can to a large extent be avoided .If, it is.t insisted

upon from the start that, the indigenous candidates, should be drawn from

,the ranks of the more competent of the technical assistants.in -the depart

ment, or that they should spend not less than a year in serving;with the

Geological Survey in.all its branches so that they should understand thorou

ghly the nature of the duties they would have to perform, and their apti

tude for them assessed. . .....

Even, when a geologist has been finally selected for appointment to

the. Geological Survey he may then or at some future time be required to

take a post-graduate course of a year or more in specialist training, as

in geophysics or mining geology#

■ The procedure for selecting, and training fully-qualified geophysioists

■and chemists -would be similar to that"already* described for geologists.

A geologist is not usually regarded as fully competent to work independ

ently in the field until he has gained experience under close supervision

for at least two years.
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Accordingly, when ~the question of ihe appointment of lbcal men to '

the Geological Survey arises, it is necessary to envisage a pdriod of at

least seven years, assuming candidates'of a suitable standard of school

education are available in the first place, before they can take their

place effectively in the government service. Emphatically, men"of"the

required calibre are not produced, as is sometimes assumed by those0 un

familiar with -the circumstances, by giving untrained candidates a course

of a few months or a year at some seat of learning; ' "/'-'"" '

In order to select and prepare suitable candidates,, a number of ^

Geological Surveys in Africa and of organizations for some years past ,

have arranged graduated courses of training within the Department, so

that men should"be brought first to the technical level and then, if of

sufficient promise, sent on to a university/ Such courses have been

given, for example, in Madagascar, in Senegal, in the Congo (Brazzaville),

in Ghana, and in Nigeria and Sierra Leone, and'appointments following

such training have been made in recent years to the various West African

servioes, and a number of men are approaching the end of their period

of training for the Madagascar service.

Mention may here be made of the free public courses in prospecting,

for which first and second stage diplomas are awarded, which have"been

conducted for several years past by the Government of Madagascar,' of tte

new Mine Training School for the youth of Southern' Bhodesia'recently '~

set up at the old; Piper Moss 'mine near Que "Qiie, and:-of the-new school

'of instruction in prbspecting established by-the Bureau Minier at-Dakar,

which has;attracted the:interest of a number .pf. other.African governments.

Ghana has established three^jrear training courses in.mining at '

Technical Institute*
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,.-.vf'Xt:,-it& important that the advanced training should include^ in addition

to basic-geology, a thorough grounding in geological mapping, petrology,

and;determinative mineralogy, supplemented where possible by post-graduate

instruction in mining :geology and methods of prospecting. '

In itrgyptj men of local origin have long been well established in the

Geological; Survey, and during the period 1955-1957 six Sudanese geologists,

a geophysiqist, and a .chemist were:.appointed to their national Geological

Survey, while nine: assistant geologists were under-training in foreign " :

universities and two at Khartoum.- ■ ■ ' ■ . ....

1 In West Africa (Mali, 'Senegal, Upper Voita) and in Cameroun, the

geological services also employ a number of geologists of local origin.

Recruitment of indigenous candidates to, the African Geological, purveys

has however proved to be a slow process, partly because of the attraction

of other professions, particularly medicine, law andadministration, when

higher;education.<is in view, and partly because relatively few Africans

have so far shown'both, lilting a,nd aptitude* for the normal duties of the"

geologist, particularly field work*-.. It is hoped, however, that an incr

easing number will aspire to the scientific services, and that- the:-.condit

ions , of service will.be such as not only to attract but also to retain them#

Only t0o:often the Geological Surveys of Africa seem to serve as a

training ground for other services, such as universities, research, and

for mining and prospecting, in1 which posts of higher emoluments and rank

for a comparable length of service offer a great temptation to the govern

ment staff. In one year,,. 1957? Madagascar for example :lost eight of its

21 geologists, while for some years past the strength of the. South African

Geological Survey has been 25 petr cent or more be^ow establishment*. It.

is therefore of great importance if the Geological Surveys are to play

their rightful part in the economic development of their territories, that
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the conditions of service should "be such as to encourage, their .r4affa to

find adequately rewarded, and satisfying careers within the Departments. ,

Finally, the less well-developed .territories, should make doubly , .

sure that the earliest appointments to the Geological Surveys .comprise men

of high calibre and promise, for in all probability these are the men

the "future 'director and senior staff will have to1.be chosen*

When the Survey is finally well-established with its new ..staff.,....

they should be encouraged, in the interests of maintaining;professional

enthusiasm and efficiency, to make contest .with the staffs of the Geo^~ ...

logical Surveys of neighbouring territories, and to attend appropriate

regional- and' international conferences. Also, if the Survey is of limited

nufober and modestly'equipped, it should preferably form a link with some

stronger and:1 well-equipped organization for the advantage' of discussion,

advie.6', . and specialist assistance. „.."•■ ■ ■ ■

3* The Mines Departments'

In most.parts of Africa the Mines Departments are in close official

relation with the Geological Surveys. They comprise ...the. ;nor.mal link bet

ween the mining public and the. governments,, and are responsible..for.the

administration of the mining ,law,. for the issue of.prospecting and mining

permits and .licences., for the control of safety in mines, for'the collect

ion and issue of statistics relating to mining and production, and for

advice on mining matters generally,, To a varying extent in the different

territories they take part also in mineral and ore-dressing investigations*

4« Government interest in prospecting and -mining ...,,... _.-■■ /;-...- .-,-.....■

. ■ ■ Following. a.n increasing awareness -of/ mineral 'deposits-: as 'territorial

assets .to, be:;.devel.oped .-in, the -"best- interests of the: community-,''" governments

are ..tending to. take- an. increasing- int:er,e;st.>:--particular"ly"-finand1ialjrl":'in the
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investigation of mineral deposits, and .in the production of minerals,

but thisvinterest.varies widely according to local circumstances. ;, :. ■

In the British'Overseas Territories, the Mining Division of tlie

Colonial Development Corporation, established in about 1947 > *&* carried

out the. prospecting* development and, mining of mineral depositsi; the ..

capital, of;.thecCorporation is,, provided..by H.M., Government, up,, to £100 m.,

but the miningoperations are carried-out oncommercial lines, usually.

' in' association with a well-established mining companyl familiar with the

kind of development undertaken. The primary geological mapping and the

preliminary investigation^ of,aimineral deposit is usually carried out by the

Geological purvey., or,:by a; mining; organiza.1;ion, and the Colonial Development

.Corporation takes over when.it appeal-that the deposit is of.economic -.

promised r i* %ade, *or^ e^mplev; a :tSo^ough investigation of the Songea coal

field of Tangjanyikit, and of other properties, and it is a partner with New

Consolidated Gold fields in the^ Blacalder copper mine"of Kenya and the recently-

producing Kiabakari gold mine of Tanganyika, and with, the Billiton Company

in the Bfbeya pyrochlore property. H.H. Government has a considerable interest

in British' Petroleum', which with Shell, is operating the recently-producing

,• Jtejbflrn-Higeria oil-field, ,and,, again,- .wi^h SJxe 11,. is investigating j;he Bast African

African coastal;. Pediments.... Tanganyika Government has a lialf-share wii^h De

Bee'rs'i»:'the;"'re"cemiy-acquired-Mwadui 'diamond mine*' ■■ ■ ^- .■ -.■.■■".■-. -.:

In French territories, the Bureau miner de la France d'Outre-ker

(BQKHFOM) was set. up in .1948 as ..a public corporation, with the object of

-promoting, prospecting and. mineral .development.; the .BqMffPQHM .has. .o^rr^ed.

out studies'in Tropical: Africa =. and ■.^Madagascar, :,jus± -a&::*he .Bureau de .,•- ,

■ recherches minieres de l'Algerie (BRl^A) has done in Algeria. In 1939,

due to the political evolution of French-speaking African States and to

changes of structure, the French Government decided to merge into a
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a new organization the Bureau de recherches geblogiques et minieres '

(BRGM)^the BUMIFOM, the BBMA, the Bureau'minier guyanais and the

Bureau de recherches geologiques, geophysiques et minieres de la Prance

metropolitaine which had, apart from similar duties to those of the

BUMIFOM and the BEMS,'a number of tasks usually performed "by a national'

geological survey. 'Later, it was also decided that the -'staff and' ■'

'equipment'of the Direction federale des mines efde la:geologie d'AOF- -

(Dakar) and.those^of IERGM (Brazzaville.) should oome-under the BRpM. -....-

The.BRCM is-thus endowed .with, wide means, of .action. Out of a, total staff

of ,35,9 engineers and geologists, the BRGM employs some 150 in Africa

(more than a hundred being geologists) as well as some 200 prospectors*

The BRGM prospects on "behalf of the French Government and studies ore

deposits in all French-speaking countries of Tropical Africa. Moreover,

their Governments' rely upon the BRGM. for- geological mapping, hyd-rologic;al

studies, general prospection-: tho BRGM acts thorn like a specialized

contractor in the field of general and applied geology.. The BRGM

publishes in its bulletins studies on African geology; monographs in

particular accompany the regular publication of geological maps or cover

homogeneous geological groups. .-...,

One should also mention the work carried out by ^Q Commissariat a

1'ener^ie atomique (CBA)j mainly 'in Gabon; Sahara, Mauritania, Niger,

Senegal, on research and prospecting of radioactive ore. The Organisation

commune'des regions sahariennes (OCR'S) and the. Bureau d1 investissefflen*:.

en Afrique (BIA) also, contribute to. the financing, of. research or prosp

ection. Lastly as far as oil prospecting is concerned, the French

Government has set up the Bureau des recherches des petroles' which

promotes the prospection of hydro'c'arbons, either directly or through-

subsidiary companies. 'Its works- in Algeria, Sahara? Senegal, Ivory Coast,

Congo, Gatoonj -Cameroun .and'Hadagascar ;are particularly noteworthy..,.
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to the independence, the Belgian Government, always attached

"great importance.: to the development ..of .the mineral resources of the Congo,

" andj;jfche-fdppeal-for,private capital .;was framed in terms which would allow

the State some part in directing the course of exploitation and adequate

share in its returns (Hailey, p.217). and for many years they remained

one of the chief objectives of the Government. But" unlike most of the

governments of Afribak territories,'the Government of the Belgian Congo

took a direot part 'in tfce; development of mining enterprise, u fhe. $$&%?:■

rheld the mineral" rights In the1 land. Consequently concessions for prosp

ecting 'of tie' extrao^ioW-^f-.jai^^ ;,.;

' ^tate'j and its pffafiiicW was i6 retain-a substantial holding in.,the, share

capital '"of the companies to■-Ml■ch;'itI■hag■.g^ante■d^"■oonces&ions.^■?OJle;pf{■ :the

'- ■■"■ :■■-■"

'mbsi s'irifiing featured i-n'th^ceconomy.:",pf the; Colony was.,the,extent,.tp-

which such shares, and in particular those of the powerful Sociltt Gene-

rale, figured in the Government "portfolio". The continuing-.importance

of mineral'and mining development of the Congo is shown by the fact that

in 1954 ihe value of; mineral exports- aniounted to nearly ;;6l per. cent of

the to'ta'l export (HaileyJ' p. 1514)- ■ ■' ■■-■■■■ /•

In Katanga, the Comitl special du Katanga was'responsible for grant

ing.land and mining concessions, It had in particular the right to;iake

p.ar.t,in the formation and increases in capital of mining companies and

,, held-special voting rights provided in mining legislation.

■' The Governments of.Nigeria,,Ghana, and.Guinea have recently expre-

;issed direct interest in mining and related developments in their territ

ories. The Government of Ghana has, for instance, purchased full owner-

M\&P of a large mining- group operated by the Ghana State Mining Corpor-

atipn,. whicji owns at present five gold mines. Nigeria," on the other hand,

; has jpropqsed participation in lead-zinc mining, while Liberia" -fid's" a 50
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interest with Germanrs.teel industrialists in the development

of large recently-investigated iron-ore.deposits 80 miles from Monrovia;

moreover, Liberian citizens will be able-to buy 5 per cent of the ordin

ary shares of the;new company. . . ■ . "■'"-.

Mining law*, with special reference to the official encouragement of

prospecting'and; the development of mineral deposits,, was the subject of

interesting £isoussapn^ in 1951 and 1952 at the^Lpndjon^ Xnet^tution; of .

Mining and Metallurgy., ■ Following a paper hy F.. ;Blondel .on Ktining Policy .

in French-Overseas Territories (Ball. Ins. Metall.» vol.* 6l,. no. 544*

December i95l),F. Dixey opened the discussion by outlining mining policy

in British Overseas Territories and comparing it with that :in French

Territories (Bull. Inst. Min. Metall,, vol. 62,; no. 543, February 1952).

5* The mining companies

■.■;..- 'As may be expected? the larger mining and. oil companies, apart from

their great aohievements in development and production, have carried out

much new investigation into the geology of their territories and the

nature and origin of their ore deposits. In these investigations they

employ, all the most modern methods of ground and aerial survey, as in

the production of maps from air photographs, the fullest use of photo

graphs in unravelling geological and structural features and1 possible

sites of mineral occurrence3 geomorphology, geochemical prospecting, and

ground and aerial geophysics by various methods. In all this work good

; liaison i:s n'ormally maintained between the mining Companies.and. t^e Geo-

logical Surveysj to their mutual advantage. .. . ■ ..... : ;

One of the greatest mining developments of modern times has been the

' discovery and opening up ""of the extensions of the Witwatersrand .gold reefs,

first to the Far East Rahd/and latterly to the Ultra Far East at ¥ihkel-

haak, to the West Transvaal and Klerksdorp area, and then to the Orange
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Free State; the Witwatersrand formations in the latter area are being

traced by geophysical methods and drilling beneath several thousand

feet of Karoo sediments and Ventersdorp lavas. Mining on the Rand has.

been continued to ever-greater depths until it now exceeds 11,000 feet.

Amongst the great mining companies responsible for these impressive

.achievements may be mentioned the Anglo-American Corporation of South.

Africa Ltd«., which is engaged also in many other enterprises. For example,

during the: period 1946-1956, it brought into production seven new gbld^-

mines, opened, developed and equipped six new ooal-mines .and .greatly'exten

ded .its uranium and diamond interests, as well as its, copper-mining inte

rests in Northern Rhodesia, including the opening of the new Bancroft mine.

;""1"''- Anglo-American has also carried out extensive prospecting and/mapping

operations in Northern Rhodesia aiid in Tanganyika, as described below.

■"■'" Anglo-American has alsd "displayed considerable practical interest in

the niore fundamental problems of-geology... In 1955 ^ provided £100,000,

to be spent over'an;eight-year period, for the establishment of an" Insti

tute of African Geology aV Leeds' University under'.the. direction- of Profe

ssor ¥.Q.: Kennedy5 the■ Institute ' is thus enabled; to. maintain.; in the. field

two Research Fellows and ten Oppenheimer Geological Scholars., The- attempt

has been made to confine the studies to' broader -long-terW projects^ rather

than to investigations better pursued -by mining companies and. Geological

Surveys, It is hoped that these studies: may contribute idJthe solution

of some .fundamental problems of African geology,. and that

assist-eventually both'in exploration and prospecting

understanding of.the continent. .Amongst the problems

studied so far -are the carbonatit^s of Africa, includih^:particularly;

Shawa and Dorowa of Southern Rhodesiaj the Mateke ring complexes of South

ern Rhodesia and the correlation of the sedimentary formations of the

and

and

the results may

in1 a better

occurrences
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northern part of Northern Rhodesia, the relations of the Damara, Otavi

and Nama systems and the Xunyo alkaline granite of South East Uganda.

In all areas ^ the- Institute works in collaboration'with the local Geolo

gical Survey, -.■■■'•

A striking history of mineral development in Africa is that of the

copper belt of Northern Rhodesia and; the adjacent part of the Belgian:^

Congo, which together account for nearly one-fifth of the Western World's

production of copper. In Northern Rhodesia in the later twenties and':

early thirties much of the early development was based on a great geolo

gical mapping programme undertaken by Anglo-American on behalf of the

copper companies; the mapping, which extended over a large part of North

ern Rhodesia and was: carried out under the direction of the late Dr. J.

Austin Bancroft, was in its day a remarkable example of large-scale company

mapping. For much of the country it still provides the only available

information, which is now being revised and supplemented by other compa-.

nies and by the Geological Survey.: On the Belgian side of the Border

comparable geological work has be-.n in hand under the direction of the

Comite Special du Katanga and by. the iUnion Miniere du Haut-Katanga, Gldmi-

nes, Forminiere, the Syndicat pour i!|etude geologique et miniere de la

cuvette congolaise, the Syndicat de recherche miniere du bas et du raoyen

Congo, and other great companies.

The Companhia de Diamantes-de Angola, whch -maintains a museum at

Dundo in Northern Angola, with several scientists, has encouraged not only

geological research in its area but also archaeological research, because

of the important relation of pre-histpry to the nature and history of the

diamond-bearing.gravels; a well-known survey was made for the company

~by Dr. L.B.S. Leakey, and its. results were published in. a generously illus

trated volume. Prehistorical studies have also been made by Mr., J#. Janmari;,
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one 6f which in collaboration with Father Breuil. These studies are now

being carried out under the direction of Prof.D.Clark.- . .

Mention should also be made of certain major companies interested

in particular minerals or groups of minerals which have carried out

widespread- surveys in various territories in Africa within the last few.^

years, such as Ba Beers and Consolidated Selection Trust for diamonds,

International Sickel fpr nickel, and African Manganese for ilmenorutile .

and monazite. - - , :

The main oil companies operating in the sedimentary basins around the

cdst of Africa and in the Sahara have also added greatly, to our knowledge

of the geology of Africa-, They have for example shown that in these

basins the sediments, of later geological age, Cretaceous and Tertiary, ' ;

are immensely thicker than had previously been supposed. In Southern ;

Nigeria, for example, they are probably of the-order of 40,000 feet, and

comparable thicknesses probably occur in East Africa*, The Shell B.PV

Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria has recently presented to the

Geological Survey a set of 10. geological sheets in colour on: the scale"'■'■ ' ;

of 1:250,000 - a valuable addition to the mapping of the southern part of

the country- In the Sahara, where four new oil fields are now in produ- ..,

ction, the; oil companies carried out widespread and detailed surveys, by

every modern means>from.the air and on the ground in order to determine

first the regional and then the detailed geological structures; "by these

means they were aftle to determine the most likely areas of \cil'.■aocrjaur

lation and to fix test drilling sites.

Summarizing, for the, greater part of Africa, the past few years have

been a period of intense geological and mineral investigation by respon*-

sible and well-established companies and many, such investigations are . .

still in progress; furthermore, many of the companies have undertaken to
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present their geological maps, and reports to their respective governments

in due course, and .some have in fact ^already done so.., . / ': . :

■ 6.. ;The universities . . - . . . ■■ .,.-: .

.^universities have played, and are playing a variable but consid

erable part An geological investigation in Africa, In Morocco, for

example, the geographers of the faculty of Art of Rabat have assisted

in the geological mapping of the country, and students, from Belgian ! '

universities, under the direction of Dr. L. Cahen, of the MuseV royal

d'Afrique centrale, Teryuren, have established systematically.: the strati

graphy of the coastal area of the lower Congo. In the Republic of South

Africa, university parties not only carry out sheet mapping in collabora

tion with the Geological Survey, but also they engage,in a wide range of

research both in the Union and outside it* In about 3.948, a group of :.

advanced students under Professor P. Walker of Cape Town, University made:

a geological survey of Mauritius, and the studies of Professor L.C, King

of Fatal University on the geomorphology of a large part of Africa are .

very well known. The Geological Laboratory of the University of Madaga-.

scar has initiated research studies for the purpose of doctor's degrees..

Ghana University at Accra has a considerable programme of staff

research within the country, and a list of recent papers issued by the

Geology Department is given ,in the accompanying bibliography of Africa.

The new Geological Department of the Royal Technical College at Nairobi- ;

is also.carrying out research. .The new Geology Department of the . ■

Federal University at Salisbury will doubtless soon enter the field. .,

... .;. British universities have undertaken a number of researches in the

British Overseas Territories through the agency of the Directorate of

Overseas Geological Surveys in London, with, the aid of financial assist

ance from Colonial Development and Welfare funds and from the'territories
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in which they have carried out their studies; they have, also received

the active collaboration of the Qeological Surveys of these territories.

Amongst the investigations carried out may be mentioned surveys of Euwen-

Eori and of Kilimanjaro; studies .of the basement.formations of Tanganyika,

Kenya and Uganda, of the younger, granites of Nigeria and the syenites of

BechuanalancL, and investigations at the Broken Hill 2inc~vQ.nadium mine,

and the chromite mines of Sierra Leone,, The valuable work of the Insti

tute of African Geology at Leeds University of carbonatites, a number of

igneous complexes and on wide-range correlations has already been refe

rred tOt

1 "'' French universities, the universities of Alger and Dakar, while

training French and African geologists, have also assisted in the geolo

gical mapping and carried out numerous investigations of regional interest.

Special mention should be made also of the researches carried out

by national museums, such as the Musle royal de 1'Afrique central, Ter-

vuren£ just referred to, the Coryn&on Museum, Nairobi, under Dr. L#S.B.

Leakey, the Rhodesia National Museum at Salisbury, under Dr. G. Bond, and

■the Bernard Price Palaeontological Institute at Pretoria and, the four

South African Museums, '

i 7» Sooientifio societies and research organizations . .

Numerous scientific societies and research Organisations serve the

interests'of geology and of mineral investigation in Africa, and. I am

■indebted-to Dr; S.H, Haughton, CCIEA Correspondent in aeplogy^ for

a list of • those South of the Sahara as given in Appendix I;; they repre

sent a wide range. of official services, universities, and oil and mining

companies. . , , -.,

The Geological Society of South Africa, founded in 1895, has

published many important and fundamental researches in its transactions, and
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influence extends also over many territories in Africa outside the

:- Sepubllcv It .founded the Alexander ■ r.' du Tolt mmorial Lectures/ whereby

■ : emi-Ei-ont'ge6l6"gists-lecture on1 maj:6r African problems-every'twa-years, and

'■■-■■&$ Has recently :held' annual congresses at 'Pretoria1 at which: outstanding

■ ■■■ geological problems were ^#s:ctts-se<&r 'The" theme- -Tor"' the 'prdpbs'ed'1960

Congress.-is "The■ ■■Geo-log^'anst Tectonic Snvironment of the; Gold-Fields of

-'■■ the"1 Western Ixansvaal and the Orange FrW: State'1, ^■.^■■''■;■■-■'■ <■■■"• :' -'

A'new Geological Society, the Societe Geologique du Congo ielge et

Euanda Urundi, was formed in 1?57«

The West African Science Association, Ghana University College,

provides for geological papers in its journal,

. mij ■, ;j Apart fr.pm the societies..leased in.Africa, .'the.Geological, Boning

and Metallurgical Societies of Belgium, Prance and Great Britain, devote
-":■ ..-■:■,■:-■; ■■--■;.;>■.;■■■ ■■■ . • . ■■ .-;-..- >.<■ . :■ - ■■■■ .•.■■■ -■ :-..

considerable space to African problems and research.

S- ... International collaboration

' -: Several well-established organisations serve the interests-of intern-

ationajl- collaboration in. the: geo;lt>gica> and mineral resoTorc© field in

Africa. ■ , ....,,. _ ..... -...■■ .. ,-

The 4asoo^ift^o^_-fi:^J4.fsi<Sa|i^^aogio43c.;Si^^^ whole

, ■of-:£-f?i9s'*<:.a-nd-■it comprises the .official Geological Survey .organizations

and also those of. the larger, mining and oil companies; it was founded

: at the International GeologicalrQpngress held at, Pretoria in: l-929> and

-then-became established, as a Commission of the Congress. , .;-- .

■'■ --■■'-' The Secretariat of the Association is provided by the Bureau d'Studes

Geologiques et lenieres, Paris, under the direction of F; Blonde1, and

summaries of prop^din^s, announcements,, and other information relating

. Association-are published- in La ..Ghrpnique des ianes:-d?Outre-Mer
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et de la Recherche Miniere,; the monthly Journal, of the Bureau. .. : ,..,-.

The Association meets every four years at the meetings of the International

Geological Congress, and in recent years it has met also half-way through the

four-year periods, as. at - Hairobi in 1954, and at Leopoldville in 1958. At ^

meetings a wide range of' papers ■■■covering many- important aspects of African

geology are-presented* and these, together with the ensuing discussions; are

duly pubiished in congress proceedings. In addition the Association has carried

through* or has put in hand, a number of important projects embracing the whole

of Africa* including: .. v.

"The International Geological Map of Africa, on the scale of 1:5,000,000,

in 9 sheets, presented at the International Geological Congress at Algiers in

1952. I'revision of the map is now in hand.

A structural map of Africa, presented at Leopoldville in 195$ and publi

shed in that year. . It is on the scale of 1:10,000,000, but it is being revi

sed on the Is5,000,000 scale. ..-_..

' Mining .and metallogenic maps of Africa are in .hand. ■.. ■ ■

A geochronology of Africa, by A. Holmes- and L.. Gahen, 1954, 1958.

Symposia on the gology of copper and uranium deposits in Africa. ,

A symposium on the ..coastal sedimentary basins of Africa,

Geological bibliographies of African territories.

.;. A Commission of the international Geological Congress published In 1956

the-African-volume of Lexiciue de Stratigraphie (Paris, Centre Hat. -Res, Sci,),

in;which/are defined-''the names of stratigraphical units in use in the'various

territories In/Africa. .■■'■■

The second important international geological organization meeting in

Africa is thatjof the three Regional Geological Committees of CCTA

(Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara), which,
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as indicated by its name, does hot include the territories of Northern "

^Africa, and in this differs from the Association of African Geological
Surveys, - ' . :• :

,,, ,,. CCTA aroBe from, a proposal to create a permanent tody on- scientific -

research covering, all,Africa South of the: Sahara, which was adopted at a .,

Iritish .Commonwealth.Conference in 1946. .In,1949 the South^African Gover-

■:nn,ent,organized a; conference at -Johannesburg, at which were represented

: :;the governments of all territories South, of the Sahara, :with the emotion.,

of Liberia and the Spanish Colonies. The oonference adopted a number of '"

resolutions on the lines of research which were considered most urgent.in

each of the fields covered, and also recommended the establishment of a

permanent advisory organization, with the general function of recommending !

research projects of common interest and facilitating the exchange of scie

ntific workers as well as of information on the findings of research, It

-ifMi to convene periodic conferences of a general scientific character, and >

to arrange meetings of groups of specialists. • .■ . ,;

There were accordingly constituted in 1950 the Commission for Technical

Co-operation dn Africa South of the Sahara, an organisation of government

representatives with executive powers, and an experts advisory bodyV the

Scientific Council for Africa South of the Sahara (CSA). Ther CCTA ,

consisted originally of representatives of each of the Governments of

Belgium, France, Portugal, the Federation of Bhodesia and fyasaland,, the Ee-

public of.South Africa, and .the United Kingdom, but Ghana has recently, joi

ned the Commission and -other, governments may follow.. CSA is the principal

scientific and technical adviser to CCTA whioh is the executive and- ,'', "'.
financial authority.

In geological matters . OCTA Junctions through three itegional , .......

Geological Committees for Africa South of the Sahara-^representing reap-.'..''.';
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;the :Wester^Eastr-Central:;and,^Southern Regions, .and comprising

the geblogical,,seryices. of .each; territory ; The .Committees

met^periodically: either singly or la: conjunction^for,,example, the

:" Committee vmet. in Dakar, in: 1954* ; ttofc Southern Committee in::

in 1955-5 the last-Central, in Darr©s^Salaam in 195-6/j.rthe,Bas|i-

Cehtral..ana;-Southern in; Tananarive in 1957? a11 {three;regions, in Leopol-

dville in: 19.5V and; the-Western-Region- in; Kaduna; in,,196O. .,- <, r-,.:^ ... ,. .

' The'Siast-Oen-Sal Committee grew ou¥" of :a iWiiaiDbratii

had come into being some years previously, "namely>'annual

were organized ■from 1$4$ dnwards ^y the iSast Ifrican- High

icheir primary object' was to draw^together the ;wor1c' of geologists in; Kenya,

tfganka'ah^.:.:Tan^hy3ia ?&t6'a::;more'' closely co-ordinat^d! whdle> Tbtit ^so '

much could, be ^.contributed :^ neigb^o^iring:^epritor:i^,#iat: invitations to

stten'd' these meeting:>were -.■eeguilarly ;e2:tende4-!to :tiie.-Sud^n,. Belgian .C.ongo,

Rhodesia, Mozambictue, and other countries. Xt:^as .a ^simpie transition

..tr.pin .that a^^an^ement to .the ■nQ>rly;-established committee which jheld its

inaugural .meeting \a$ I)ar-es-Salaam, in 1956,. attended by 35. feolo.f^ts*

One of the subjects discussed at this meeting was that of rift valleys

and,associated geological phenomena, on which 10 papers *ere submitted

from seven countries. The Western Committee, wnich held its first meeting

in Accra in 1955, evolved from'an earlier arrangement whereby Britisn'

geologists, and later British and Frendh geologists, gathered for mutual

"disoussion'frbm'time totimelnoneor other of'tne^st^lfrican Capitals.

,, ..,.. ibnger,-and.-shorter excursions, to Peaces of j^ological and mineral

; interest, within, reach, of, the conference,^ centre; are. arranged at all the

meetings. ■;-..._...';.: ;,. ■.-,,■ :■■■■■■- -:. y? :.,, j-.t:,-,..; .■...,.:._..:■.....- :. .,.,'.,,..;,■■.■;.,-,

:-: At" Leopoldville1 in■<,i95B;*Ta.&$CW..imeetings followed ;,,directly . on,

of-the'Assooiation:. of African Seologica
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were attended by-the-same 'delegates- from-the offIcial .services, and:ths

non-official delegates^o- the-AssociationMeetingswere invited to attend

the CCTA!" mee'tingi'^' :The'^joint meeting rwas va:; ^peat. success,, .and, it was

hoped to••-hold similar^'meetings, in tthe ■ future*?.± The.,Assocjation: meeting,

wafs-'attended by fQ delegates* 1 representing:■■2jLf/o£fi<?.:iap./-\Geological Surveys

' arid^-14 private Surveys? it wafe concerned essentially;with, all-African.-

matters, such as! the; inteifhational geological :and; structural, maps of;Africa,

ti^l^^sjRfi^afa^ip^^i^JQi^tal character such as^. tliat: onj, the Geology, of

0, ,,yranium. Deposits, The CCTA ^meeting dealt with matters concerning the

ind^.visual,, regjlons, such as Karroo vulcanici'ty in southern Africa, and the

,KY,EastrCentr.al.v,Committee has preparM papers on; the cdrrelation of the pre™

Cambrian in ,its r.egipn and .also on a standard list of strati^raphic t^rms»

■.;■.; ■■-■■■:>^A-si iii- the "case- -of ."iear-lier;,m'e!st"iKgs:i.r-i1eac.ih ^body: ixa;s, published. -its.:own

• ■■.papo6e'edings,f(±n^iuding the text :or abstrats.ts ■o.fj.tlje. papers presented-and

the ;discussi^dn!"s;;"upon ..them. .. ■. ■■:■•-■■■■■ ly^tc- hr.z , -i--. .;.•"..■■ ■-?^-. ...■;;.■■'. -■

As the years go by the "published proceedings of 't&e1 two' organizations

provide a valuable picture o'f the progre'ss in'geological knowledge in

Africa, "" ' ' ' ..■..-.. ... ,.-, ■-, ■.,.-..<■. ■r.:_- . ■ ,... _

-, ., :,.In 1^54, I)r,;s, 5. Haughton, formerly Director of Geological Survey

of the Union of South Africa, was appointed as Inter-African Scientific

,- .Correspondent for geolpgyj responsible' to CCTA. By visits to the nume-

„, ..rpus- geological headquarters in the regions and as secretary of the regio

nal committees he is able to provide a focus within Africa for the whole

system of mutual assistance•' Moreover, at his headquarters' in Pretoria

he prepares for publication' the ftrocee&'ings^of the meetings^' and1'obm^iles

abstracts of geological reports and literature for distribution^wilhin the

regioinVhe- ias ':a>eo:-compiled a compi'ehen.Bive".^i:'t).iJLipgraphy. of,, the;:; Karroo

;-:■"■■ aystem^ih Africa'. South- of the. Sahara,,;.and.^ more .recently, another .011 the

Jurassic and Cretaceous Systems for the same region.
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■■■ - organization :iii61udes" also a corespondent for seismo

logy; and another for palasoiaagnetisra*

::'Within the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the Geological ..

Surveys^of Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, ^hiclx ...

are riot 'federaiized, meet annually in turn at their respective hea<i- { -.

quarters at Salis'bury, Lusaka and Zomba, to co-ordiaate their work and

to disduas matters of common interest. They have in hand a geological,,

map of the Federation on the scale of Is1,000,000, and also a mineral

resources map,*-"; .■■ .: •.-, ■..•■■■.'■■*" ■ ■ '■■";-'; ■■■■■ ■ - ■■- ■ .. ..

The Geological Surveys of Uganda, Kenya and Tenganyika in 1?56 .. ;

produced'jointly a geological map of Bast Africa on the scale of:l:2,

ooo;'doo;," ■■■ -]; ■-■■■■ ■■■■■■■ ■ ■ ■ . ^ ^t

9# Inter-territorial and foreign teohnical aid ., '. : ., ; ' '

...... t ,. through- the medium, of the .ffieetings of the Association of African

Geological ^Surveys, the. GCTA »: Geological Committees, ■■'arid other "bodies,

the ..territorial Geological Surveys-for some years past have afforded

each pther mutural technical assistance"on suoh matters as cdi^relatibn

of geological formations, .correlation of "border surveysj comparison

of geological.structures, mineral1 deposits, etc., "by interchange of visits

by their staffs.

In 1958-the, CP:TA mem"ber governments established^a^oxmdation

for Mutual Assistance in Africa South of the-Sahara:(FAMA) with.-fche

object of emending the technical, ^operation.already in operation to .,,-

cover technical assistance and training in the countries South,of,Sahara,.,

it is also prepared to offer assitanoe to other countries. In the Mem

bers and Associate Members of CSA, in the Permanent Bureau establi- :

shed under' the aegis of CCTA ' and in the panels of correspondents r .
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in a wide range of scientific and technical fields, the central FAMA

clearing house will have direct access to an unequalled store of scienti

fic knowledge and technical expertise directly related to the problems '

of Africa. Three general types ,of technical assistance are proposed:

the services of experts,_the provision of training, and the supply of

training equipment.. FAMA will work in close co-operation with ICA

and the United Hations technical organizations: it has already completed

several technical, missions, as in Togoland and, Dahomey..

In association with FAMA the French Government offered during

1958 to various countries in Africa South of the Sahara, 36 grants to

enable young technicians to go to France to complete their training.

Twenty-eight were taken up as follows: Ethiopia 10; Ghana 8; Nigeria 65

Sudan 4* In addition, the French Bureau of Overseas Mines (Bureau de

Hecherches ge'ologiques etminiere'W)vwhich provides technical assistance

in the. field of minerals (other than.oil or uranium, which are dealt with

'by other Bureaux), set up at Dakar in 1959 .a School of, Prospecting for

training technicians in investigation into and the exploitation of mine

ral substances. The course is of one year's duration, and is open to

candidate^ from various countries. The Portuguese Government, has estab

lished at Lisbon courses-of advanced training for young engineers from

Africa.

The technical assistance given to the African Geological Services

by their Metropolitan Headquarters, particularly those of Belgium,

France and Great Britain, has already been referred to in Section 11.2 .

of this review. ; . .-•■.-■.•.. .-:..■■-

, . ■. H,M,Government is proposing to make a grant of £5m. to Nigeria to

take the place of former CD & w assistance, and similar assistance

is proposed for Ghana? these countries will receive Exchequer loans under
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■of the GB : & W Acts-* Th& Commonwealth Relations Office

is also 'considering financial aid in technical matters to former British

Territories' in Africa., " : - - ■'■ -: ■ -1'" '' .■ ■ : ■■...:■;/■-;■.'■;■

In French-speaking Africa South of the Sahara, the Fonds d'Aide et

de cooperation . (FAC) has replaced the Ponds &'investisaement pour

le cLeVeloppement dconomique et social (FIIB3) It puts at the dispo

sal of these territories large.sums' of money, thus contributing to the

development of their underground. For instance, the FAO " grahted nearly

50,600,000 New Brand's (i.e. 110/000,000) in i960 for geological, hydro--

geologioal and mining research in Africa'exclusively. On the other hand,

the Organisation commune des regions sahariennes contributes financially

to the geological and mining research carried out. in Niger and Chad.

The United Kations through their. Technical Assitance Programme have

helped African territories, as in the case of the asrial geophysical

survey to Ghana in 1958- The UHIiSCC Arid 2one Klajor Project, due to

terminate in 1962, affords financial and technical assistance to the terri-

tories of Northern Africa in their scientific research activities related

to the arid arid semi-arid regions, as in the case of [ the Pesert Research

Institutes of Algeria and Egypt* in I96I, UHSSCO also organized in Brazz

aville, TO-th "the help of the institute d* etudes et de recherches gdolo-

gitiues et minieres de feaszaviile and the Association des services '

geologiques: africains; ■ a. ti?aining■ course' for asslstailt-1 geblogis.ts: and

prospectors,' in:/which :tbdk paxt 17 representatives. Of 11 African .States.

Another international fund is the European Overseas tJevelopmeht

Fund to which contribute the countries signatories to the treaty of the

Common Market, -which in turn can also finance geological and mining research

in territories formerly under the administration of these countries.
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The United States International Co-operative Administration (ICA) /!■

ia affording technical assistance to many countries of Africa through

its missions in all the independent territories and its representatives

in British territories, as at Nairobi, Salisbury and Lagos, and in many

of these territories it is already giving assistance in geological survey

and mineral investigation, usually through the Foreign Geology Branch of

the United States Geological Survey* In i960, ICA proposed to spend

$20,000,000 on technical assistance in the continent, and this assistance will

be co-ordinated with other United States agencies and with the technical

assistance programmes of the United Uations and the Specialized Agencies.

XCA devotes special attention to the technical training of African

nationals; in 1959? apart from local training arrangements, 610 African

subjects were brought to the United States for training, while 656 United

States technicians gave assistance in Africa, • ;

In addition, an Investment Guaranty Programme has "been set up, where

by the United States has assisted and promoted private investment abroad

ty reducing the non-business risks, such as expropriation, confiscation,

and war, facing the American investor, A United States company has a 49

per cent interest in the exploitation of the manganese deposits near

Franceville, and in the Central African Republic the United States made

a loan to provide a greatly increased mechanization in diamond mining.

.The large part played by American agencies and individual experts

in many fields has been an important .aspect of the economic and social

development of Africa in the post-war period* The development of depen

dent overseas territories| such as those of the five European metropolitan

powers, was from the first an integral part of the Marshall Plan, and by

the!end of 1950 the Economic Co-operation Administration (SCA), the

forerunner of ICA, had financed in whole or in part projects in nearly

every country in Tropical Africa* Geological Surveys were assisted in
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many areas, as in the British Overseas Territories,: mineral development

was assisted in1 many others, .as for iron in French,Guinea5 in Morocco,....

tin, oil; Algeria and Tunis, oil; Belgian Congo, tin; northern Hbodesia,

copper. Assistance was given also for kyanite in Kenya and copper-lead

in Tanganyika, . ■ ■■....- . ... .

r ?3>G0Q-s<l. km. in Angola and 70,000 sq., km, in Mozambique, were

mapped between 1953 and 1954 by geologists of the E.J. Longyear. Company

with the co-operation of geologists of the Portuguese Government.

The independent countries of Africa-Egypt, Libya, Ethiopia, and

Liberia^were by contrast assisted from the Technical Co-operation Prog- =

ramme, often known as Point Four, in reference to the fourth point of -

President Truman's well-known address to" Congress in January 1949- Tte ■•

Point Four Agreement is normally restricted to technical co-operation,

as contrasted with the combined development and technical aid given by .

WL Tn1 Liberia, for example,' a Five-Tear Plan of Development was'.'

provided for under Point Four in 1951-1952 in order to carry out for

the,first.time a comprehensive geological and mineral survey of the

country,.. An account of £CA operations in Africa, together .with a

candid description of the international difficulties encountered, feas

been, given hy J,E. Orchard (Geogr. Revv January 195l)»

In 1950, a Tripartite Agreement;between, the South African, .British

and American Governments resulted in long-term contracts for the pro

duction, of uranium being made with a number of gold-mines, and it is

understood that the capital for installing the expensive extraction

plant was provided .in the first instance by the British and American

Governments,, . . ■ ■ ■

In-a number.of instances, as .in Nigeria.and more recently in Tanga

nyika^ the services of the World Bank have been invoked with a view
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partly-to assisting, in mining development, Russia, Western Germany,

Hungary and-other countries, have considered or proposed technical aid to

certain'African territories. Trance has offered financial* technical ; :

and cultural, aid to'Guinea?, . > ■.■•■. .

The Union of Soviet;Socialist Republics has widely offered loans,

grants a!nd;;tedhnicial'•■assistance, and it hasiente'red intostrade agreements

with Ethiopia, Tunisia.ani Guinea, and full diplomatic relations with

Ethiopia, ::Shana,-Libya; and Morocco. It is giving financiaai ana technical

■assistance to Egypt in the raising, of the Aswan Dam, Also, as recently

reported from Moscow ("Observer", 10,10..59), the USSR Academy of Sciences

has founded a strong African Institute composed of 50 leading Soviet

experts on. Africa,-, its task is tp study the history and cultures of Africa

and its. contemporary^economic and political problems* It has close

contacts with Ghana, and proposes to invite Africans tp study in Russia;

Russian works will .be translated into English, fpr Africans to read.

mapping

It is not proposed to attempt to summarize here the present knowle

dge of the'geology of Africa, but only -bo indicate the extent of geological

investigation as"shewn"by'the nature and degree of geological mapping '

and hy the growth of geological litera^eDV Annex vTI "provides a review '

of the present state of .geological mapping in.Africa. , . . . ,; ■

For a considerable period of geological time, say: 460 to %6& million

years, almost the whole of Africa, apart from" "tfce Atlas 'region of fold ::':

mountains" of Alpine type5 has "been in" a" geological' sense,' stable; 'that " 'f;

is to say, it"has not suffered more than a general intermittent uplift; ; ■ "

accompanied by gentle flexing of the surface that has caused extensive

relatively shallow basins to;:form. in some areas and broad, gently-domed

highlands in, otters,--- but throughout this long period of tii^ it has, been
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subject to atmospheric denudation processes that have o^ryed the, detai

led pattern of the surface as we see it today. Consequent upon t&is,.
v:j ■■■:::--fo .b^ii:^?^ •:■■■■ "v- ' ^ ■'■■ "■-■■ '■- ■■' :" v " ■■■■■■■• ■'■'■' t

history is the plain and scarp type of topography so ohara.cterxst^o .of

a large part of Africa; for around the margins of much of the Continent

there is a ooastal plain of greatly varying width backed by an :irregular

escarpment leading more or,less steeply, up to. a vast inlan^ plateau of

3,000 to .5,000 feet elevation,,surmounted by larger and smaller remnants

of still higher plateaus and of rugged highland^. Down the easternj^ide

of the Continent the highland plateaus are intersected by a system of

fl deepV"^oacL/%6re or'less flat-Sooredt and si;eep-side<i valleys which make

u:;7u^-:tiie'"East:Afri:ca'3iritt system;^'" ' "v

.,In most parts.of Africa the terrain can be divided broadly i|ito an

ancient "basement" and a discontinuous cover of younger sediments, , £he

basement rocks comprise mainly altered or metamorphosed sedpents and

igneous^rocks which range in age from about 500 to 3,000 million years

or even more, and they form the surface rocks over the greater part of

the :Continent; they have much in common with the ancient rocks of Canada

and northern Europe, for example, and they constitute the "shield" of.

Africa, They yield a very large number of important mineral deposits,

such as gold, uranium, copper, iron, and manganese* ,?he overlying sedi

ments of southern Africa can "be divided into two broad groups, compri

sing the Karroo System, which beyond the southern part of the Republic

is patchily and sparsely distributed on the shield rocks, and a younger

group of mainly Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments forming a r.elatiyely

narrow and discontinuous strip around the southern coastal areas._ These

younger sediments are extensively developed also throughout much of north

ern Africa, and they are in many places of great thickness. The Karroo

System is the main coal-bearing formation of southern Africa, and the

younger systems inolude the main oil and gas-bearing formations of Africa,
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■besides deposits of coal, phosphate, salt? gypsum and other minerals*

Knowledge of the geology of a region in sufficient detail to be'

of value'for scientific or economic purposes can "be acquired only by

geological 'mapping, ' "but ihis, ' even with every modern aid, ' is "often "a"''

slow and exacting process, in whioli any one country requires a conside

rable staff of experienced geologists for many years. In view therefore

of the general slow opening up of Africa until tlae last few yestrs,' it

is not surprising that a considerable part of the Continent Us(still '

unknown,or only' slighiXy known5geologically. " '"''v''" ' " ; ^ "''' " " 'l" "v

, As far .as the ^ritish Overseas Territories are concerned they-were,

in large part, virtually unknown geologically at the end of the First World

War; the urgent need for new mineral supplies consequent on the dev

astation of war led to the setting up of new Geological Surveys in the

various territories of East, Central and ¥est Africa; 'but % modern

standards the staffs "provided, one to four'or five geologists per terri

tory, were absurdly small, lone the less, those men, lacking modern

transport, maps and photographs,, carried out much reconnaissance, and

made a number of important mineral discoveries, but they were -unable"to

do more than a very little systematic geological mapping. The position

improved only slowly during the inter-war period, but after the"Second

War, and for similar economic reasons, a new exploration drive was made,

and this time with the emphasis on both topographic and geological

mapping. The geological staffs wore increased fourfold, some new Geolo

gical Surveys1 were set up, and with'the aid'of new topographic maps and

photographs, mapping and mineral investigation progressed at a rate ''

far outstripping any earli er effort/' A similar story could be told of

territories, South Africa?

many other territories in Africa, particularly the French and Belgian

and Southern Rhodesia,
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The acceleration in the rate of .growth of geological knowledge is

indicated similarly by the vast increase in geological literature ,in

-recent years; for example, the bibliography of--the Belgian Congo-and

Huanda-Urundi lists for the period 1925-1934, 588 titles? for 1935-1944,

412s for the ten-year period--1945-1954, 885; for ^ two years 1955-1956,

- 304- ■•■'• '■' ■ ' ' ■" ' "" ■■"" ■■ ■ : "' ; ' ' ' ■ ' "

But even when allowance is made for this great acquisition of new

knowledge,'Africa is still very imperfectly known, whether considered

i:ftB a whole or territorially,1 for even the. best, surveyed-oontries have

considerable areas which have not, yet been covered by primary mapping,

x,@,, on scales of 1:250,000 to H50,000-, and at the present rate of

-progress it will still take many years? 30 or more-in some cases, to

■: complete the task,-, A -combined-meeting; of the. CGSt Geological- Commi- :

■■•■ ttees-at Leopoldville: in July 1958, called the attention of the member

governments to the importance of geological maps and reports and, the need

to expedite their preparation and publication. .

■ - Ih-the 'Republic of South. Africa j for example, although the a^ologi-

■ cal Survey was established in-'1910,-following'.a Considerable amount of

■ reconnaissance work' in- the sons tituezit. Staters -from as far back as, 1854,

as in Cape Colony for instance, in 1952 only; 24 pex cent of the1 country

. had been ..mapped, on a .scale of Is3,25*099 or larger, (Haufffrbon, Ann. Proq.

. .Abs. .goi, &. T. Sec, 19 51-35 5?).» , In,Southern Efeo;de.sia, where also, the

Geological Survey has been established .Eineo 1910, by the end., of 1956 only

26 per cent of the country had been covered by detailed geological

maps, and five years earlier only 16 "per cent had heen been so covered.'

Accordingly," in'view of the rapid development of the country in many

directions, inoluding land settlement, the Government :has recently been

' ■ faced with ihe necessity of accelerating this bas.io Geological Survey.
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It therefore, as an experiment, entered into a contract, with a firm

specializing in this type of work, for a photogeological survey of-

a tract of country 1,100, square, miles in area in which mineral.deposits

could be expected to occur? the work was carried out successfully during

the second half of 1957: and the finished maps were.checked on the ground ■

by the Geological Survey. It has been reported that in Tanganyika, where

■ the Geological,Survey .was, set up in about 1925, that it would take about

.20 years to complete the survey at the current rate of mapping.

■■■■-■-■ ft

Madagascar, with an area of nearly 300,000 square miles, is well

in advance of the larger territories of Africa in that it not only-comp

leted the geological mapping of the whole territory on the 11200,,000 scale

several years ago, but many of the sheets are already in course of revision;

about a quarter of the country has so far been covered also on the lilOO,

000 scale. Swaziland, with an'area of 6,704 square miles, has also comp

leted its primary mapping, on the scale of Is50,000*

In a few territories, including Ethiopia and Somalia, little or no

systematic mapping has been done or appears to be in progress? in Liberia,

a programme of geological mapping has recently been put in hand under the

American Technical Co-operation Programme,, which has also given, aid in

various other countries of northern Africa. ,

Annex VII, Beview of Geological Mapping in Africa, table sets forth

the present position as to geological mapping in the -various .territories

of Afrioa* ■ ;

The great increase in geological mapping and reporting in Africa in

recent years is now bearing fruit in greatly increased mineral investiga

tion and production*

Clearly the rate at which surveys of this detailed nature are being
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completed in Africa ought to be greatly accelerated if we are to begin

to have a picture of it's" mineral potentialities in a' period commensurate

with that in which known resources elsewhere are likely to suffer' ■seri

ous depletion. .r;:!-^:',3;.:™i..:_::" ■; ■ ■ ii:v}:...-jI: .. ■:-J.':.:.L..:.\..:i

■■:'-'~- It is however of sofie"^interest: to mention^-in order to keep the

position in Africa an proper perspective,! thaj;.; the, metropolitan count-,

ries'themselves are far:- from-being.) completely mappe.d.,In:. Great, Britain, for ex-

i% the- birthplace-" bf 'geology, ;wher&: •warping ■hafl1.-t)ee.n;-i^,PTP^GSB.-,for 125

22,000 ■square1 miles, nearly;<25.v#fcr\ cent of the-v|;p,tal area, are ,

''' s^ill unmapped ■iotffriiie: accepted- primary scale, (6 inches,;$o ,1. l»ile)j $•}■%■,

iihbugh primary inapping on-:the scale;.of 1 inch to, 1 mile has, .been completed.

ifit the present rate1 of■'■ progress it: will take more: than.,60- years i;o poiop-

lete 'the" primary 6-inch survey and even in the ar;eas-of1 economic .imppjc-

iance it wil;ir"be mor'e than 3<3 years before an effective revision suryey

can be made (G.S^;M* &&&* Be^.» 195^)' Also, ;the United States, . which,in

! decent years has'direbted much new geological .mapping in...many underdev.e-

'ioijed^countries, itself had considerable,areas sijill.ujicovered by primary

geological survey. In the Paley Report; "Hesouroes.for,Preedpm*1, July

; .1951, it'.was;stated that .11 per cent of the country was covered by geolo-

Ig^cal. maps, .;and;lfrom..:an.inspection of the latest abailable Status Map

,,p,f,,,Gepl,ogi9,al; Mapping, date£ 1954?.. it appears that about 30 per cent of

the country was covered at that time* In 195Tj for example, mapping

effort was concentrated on geologically little-known areas of Maine, Washi

ngton and Alaska. In 1956, 84 mineral projects were examined' in 23 States,

with exploratory drilling in many cases. Many of the mapping projects

are in areas where the potential mineral resources are still :uhkno'wn?: and

the work is revealing new mineral 'deposits year by year.

In view of the current position thus indicated in Great Britain and
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the United States, there would clearly be unwarranted optimism in envisa

ging an early encL/tq- geological, .mappirig and mineral exploration in the.

Continent ;o£ Africa^. ■...-■..:,,., ;. . .. .,... ■.. ■ ■ .- ,..,...

11. Hegional geophysical surveys .. . ■;.: •, -.:■

A number'of regional gravimetric and'magaetic surveys have been carried

out 6ir put in1 hand in recent yea*s. The Geological Survey, of:Uganda has

"e^kbiished a network'of gravity stations and linked it up with,that of the

Belgian^ Connor while Mi GeophysicaliSection of the^ Overseas. Geological

Surveys has assisted1 the local Geological. Survey, in extending. tfcernetwork,

with magnetic observations, into Tanganyika.: Additional activities: by the

> Section include a gravity (and seisfliological ;survey^of, the south-weste:r:n

' siiie of^ii^ Gh^d basing with' the object of determining its structure for

t&'purpose of investigating artesian, watersj and the^ results of ;th.isv:

survey:haW"been:;found to-accbrd^ith- those of French: geophysici-sts in

"adjacent!$arts df« ba^sini The .Section^has also su^e^vised.-a basic .

aerial' geophys£cal:Purvey-of the laterite and forest-covered schist belt

; of ioirfh^eastern^ Sierra Leohe, "and another in East Africa.^or. theipurpose

of: testing electro-magnetic methods. :'■■"■>■■ ■■'' . : . - r. .:.■■ = .:. ■: -

In Ghana a network of gravity stations has been established, -and air- ,

; borne magnetic and radiometric surveys have been made by"the Geological

Survey of Ghana of areas totalling 6\000 square miles;: Electroaagnetlc

and seismic surveys have been made of specific areas.

-r-v. A gravity and ^a^ne-fcic,survey of French West Africa has been made by

the :official.:s,ervices and:the results published, in map form, comprising

a, general map of, J'reno.^ p^. Africa on the scale p^ l/5my.. and ^^

regional maps ton. :the,,scale of *&*•* on w^ioh geological dBta also are

shown. The Geological Survey of the Republic of South Africa has comp

leted stage B of a gravity survey of its'territory and extended; it into
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%§? where also a/^agj^ie survey-:wasr.-made,

'and into /Southern Rhodesia, : and the ..results ;of. the. survey.-'are..

; for .publication. ,r;The gravity observations of the Republic have been .reduced

^r-so as--t0'vsh6w-aneisostatic.,anomaly-. map- of -.the -country. : ...The Geological Survey

has decently;issued;a gravimetric overlay.on the. new geological, map^of the

-/Republic^ on 1;he;l/l pillion,scale,; In addition; the geological Survey operates

four seismolo.gi.oal stations,, at Pretoria, Grahamstown, Itimb.erly:and,Pieterma~

ritzburg. The.Magnetic Survey is housed in the Magnetic Observatory at

Eermanus; it publishes an annual report. There are a number of permanent

: stations, in,the country that are rscccupied by the survey once every five -

years. In addition, the Geological Survey has made a considerable number of

magnetome-fcric traverses and observations, tied in to the base stations, in

preparation-for "a maghetometric map*" ' '"' ■

in"the"Con^o (Leopoldville) there has'recently "been completed a compre

hensive "four-year'programme cf geophysical"survey,' comprising seismic,gravity,

' and magnetic observations, and extensive geodetic and topographic'measure-

'ments completed b^ surface■geological observations'and two deep stratigraphic

bore holes, of 6,000 and 6,500 feet respectively-'"'This covered" a vasi

region of practically'unknown"geology: the central Congolese Basin.

.,„..,'., ..' I.n,,cojinexipn-, with .their oto. activities extensive, baoip geophysical

ey-s ;have >een: made by,. the oil ?,c:^>n?.=o^, operating in many regions., in

A|rica?i; as^in. the^ Sahara5.; 2figeria? former. Froncli Jest Africa and^ former

; French ...Bquatoria,!, Africa,. Overseas. Territories of t Portugal, Bast Africa,

and, South;:West,,, Africa* , ferial magnetic and scintiljomstric •surveys have

.t?,een;;.lor...are being., made, in Gamoroun? Gabon, lyory'^ poast?. ^ali., Mauritania,

'Upper Vo.lta.,,,. >ri^ ... rl . . . ..... ... :- ,^t,.,,,)P-
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-■■■ Animportant and.highly successful economic application of geophysical

survey was that in which; the extension of the :¥itwatersra'nd System into the

Orange Free State was recognized beneath a cover of several thousand feet

of Karroo sediments; magnetic observations enabled the. position and struc

tures of magnetic shales associated with the Witwatersrand reefs to be

indicated at great depth. These results were confirmed by drilling,; and

the existence of-an important new gold -field established* .; . -

Geophysical methods are now extensively employed throughout Africa

as an aid to geological investigation in the search for ground waters and

the defining of ore deposits5 and also in engineering, as in determining

the depth of foundations for dams, bridges, etc. "

There are also in Africa many important centres of geophysical res

earch. In French territories, since 1943 scientific research has been

directed centrally by the Office de la. Recherche Scientifique

et Technique Outre-Mer (ORSGJOM) which was attached to the Ministry

for Overseas France. Its function is to organise fundamental research,

while leaving the investigation of immediate problems to the research

organs of the specialist government services, and to create research cen

tres in areas in which adequate provision has not previously existed. The

capital cost of these centres is met from the Ponds d'Investissement pour

la'i)eveloppement Economise et Social de la France d!:0utre-Mer (FUSES);

the recurrent cost is divided between the Office Scientifique and the gover

nment of the territory concerned* Since there were already a number of

research centres in French West Africa, the African activities of the

Office Scientifique have been concentrated in Equatorial Africa and the

Cameroun, It is responsible for the Institut d'Studes Centrafricaines

at Brazzaville, the Insti-fcut de Hecherche du Gameroun at Yaounde*, a geoph

ysical research centre at: Bangui? and a laboratory of -oceanography at
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Pointe Noire. The Bangui centre is an example of the activities of the

Office Scientifique in co-ordinating research in different territories? it

forms one of a chain of geophysical stations, the others being at M'bour

in Senegal, in Madagascar, and in New Caledonia (Hailey, p.160 4). In Mada

gascar, for example, considerable progress is being made with the magnetic

and gravimetric surveys of the country, A gravimetric, seismic and magn-

tometric survey of the Morondava has been completed. A gravity map of

the Island (1:2,500,000) has been published. Natural earthquakes and the

magnetic field are recorded permanently by the Tananarive Observatory.

In addition to these activities important work in geophysical res

earch is carried out by the Institut Francais de l'Afrique Noire (iMf)

and by the Institut d'Etudos ContrafrioainQS ( IEG- ).

In the Congo (Leopoldville), the Institut pour la Recherche Scienti

fique en Afrique Centrale ( IRSAC ) has a sectiom-for geophysical work

at its headquarters at Lwiro, near Bukavu, directed by Dr. E, Berg (4

seismological stations^ Lwiro, Uvira, Rumangabo in the Congo and Astrida

in Ruanda-Urundi). IESAC has further large and well-equipped labora-.

tories to study "the ionosphere, .magnetism, and solar radiations, There

exist two seismological stations (Leopoldville and Elizabethville) under

the supervision of the Meteorological Service. The Union miniere du

Saut Katansca owns one seismological station, which is under the control

of IESAC , and has two under construction at Lubudi and Tenke* In

1958 I)r, P. Herrinck, of the Bureau de G^ophysique de I1 Institut Me"teo-

rologique, Leopoldville, was appointed CCTA correspondent in geo

magnetism* Results published in the.area concern seismicity and seismo-

tectonics of the ¥estern Rift Valley and particular aspects of dormant

vulcanicity and activity of the Virunga volcanoes. Brief communications

and articles appear in Folia Scientifica Africae Centralis.
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. ■ In .South.. Africa -there is the Bernard Price Institute of Geophysical, ■.

Research in Johannesburg, which, in 1958? for example, carried cut investi

gations into earthquake seismology-by applying prospecting methods* in: gravity?

as. well as .in palaeomagi-cti^.i .and age-determination .of: rocks by geochemistry.

In_1958» Dr0 Halesp Director of the Institute* uas appointed CCTA correspondent
"in seismology, — •■-■■■ ; -...-.... ■-.■■■:

. ■;■" A seismology station was maintained at Entebbe'for many years? and recently

stations' have--been g'o-fc^iip^o^--proposed at Nairobi/-at Kalr.obi/13cddm&3: Lusaka

and Salisbury,, ' ■ " . .; ;.. .. ' . .;, ..

."■ \, Throughout..a,: large.,,-part of; Afrip.a :and Madagascar in, :recent ye.ers.s much

.investigation into pc.lt.oomaine-.j.r^ has.been undertaken by Frenphj Belgian?

British and South African universities and geophysical research institutes, but

the .workris-s^ll :at too. early,.a -stage to..permit .of nmch- reliable, general!a-

atipn. Many rocks retain the magnetic polarity they acquired at their time of

formation9' and this often indicates "a position of the magnetic pole different

form that of "the pres'ent' 'day, which raises' questions' of" considerable-scientific

interest. An important object of the investigation is to determine tc what

extent'there "have "been lateral movements of the continents in later, geological

times*,1'but---it as also capable of throwing light'on & number-'of current1 problems9

such as the correlation : of- geological:,-?ormations3 ,■; ■■' ■ ■■•.■-:■■■" ■ -■''■.

12.;:

.In -the. pos-t-fi?ar. ..period extensive radiometric air and;.grounti ■ surveyg have

been made througlicut Africa in the searfs. for radio-active minerals? parti

cularly uranium,' In the British Overseas and Commonwealth territories, great

ass-isiance'Has. ■been";vgiven""in->theee: surveys by-the'United Kingdom Atomic -Energy

Section cf 'the -British Geological'■Survey,, iThe Authority has set up: geological

offices for surv^ ,e,n& ■advigory^purposea .in Southern Rhodesia? .Tanganyika?
■■■■■■■ ■ ' ■ -\yy

and Swaziland^, and has issued to several countries .on .loan a L&n& Eover-'

fitted with- "r^xgo" automatically recording radiometric equipment/besides

other electronic instruments? "furthermore; it has issued to most of the

British'Overseas Geological Surveys .sufficient small light-Veight:rate-meters

to-enable a large proportion of the geological field parties1'to have,oko continusly
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available' in the;■-cpur.se .of,gapping,and other ^atxes^ In. this way the.

ie^ put ^n-t;.ensiye,.,;,y':adi.9Pieitr.ic p.r^Q.s-.

A^bp^ne- radiometric surveys,have,.also J3efn~,m

in Ghana, . -xL?:.*?;-^?. i,^ ^ ^.j:,?-;-' ---e.;-; ■■.■-:■.. ^•■-■/•■<;.•.. "..^.■/■r ,--r./--^v'.T ■.'■■<.■*■■ -■■■

13•

e^ upper'seventh or: s6;o:if ':the^ geblogical';

rooks of the African "shield" or "basement, which ^

of.-the ;;

of

upon the radio-active decay of uranium, -and^other :e.leme.nts,: and jUppn.the. .

proportions of the resulting elements and isotopes existing today; thus

we have methods dependent upon the ratios uranium/lead, potassium/argon,

ruMdium/strontium etc., which, as techniques improve, are giving increa-

singly consistent results. They show that the ages of the 'basement forma-

tions of Africa range from about 500 million to 3*300 or more million

years*

.a ,:' The determination of the actual and relative ages of these ancient

rocks1is of great importance in its economic as well as its scientific

pect?! for these Took.sr are the main source of the metalliferous minerals,

;aa,ofigpld, uranium,^.ooppfr, iron, manganese, etc., and the discovery of

tnewLsources of supply,, will.depend upon acquiring the widest possible range

pf knowledge regarding, t^e origin, composition and structures of the en-

.,closing rock$ themselves. In particular, information regarding the ages
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of the rocks is frequently of great value in the elucidation of: their';

structtires - succession', folds> overfolds, faults, etc»> Upon which the

oocurrenbe>-or: possible ooourrenoe, of: mineral deposits-largely depends.

A knowledge of the age of these rocks is- therefore a, highly important ,: :

factor in any broadly-based search for new mineral deposits* , ■■; ::

There are accordingly many research organizations in :&urppe and , .

Americaj.as well as in.Africa, engaged upon geochronolpgipal investi*'

gations. In Africa, there is the Bernard.Price Institute of Gepphysical

Research at Jp&annesburg? and in. 195;4 t^e South African Council for( Scien

tific and .Industrial Besearch fpundei a National Committee for the study

of African geochronology* ; ■-. r . . ,., ., . ,, : . ..■■■.

■ ^ The Assodiation of African Geological Surveys has longi-been-intere-;..-

stedin this question,- and it sponsored an butstandihgly important work: .-"■

by Professor A. Hplmes and ib.L, Cah'en :oh theGeoohronolbgy of Africa, .

published in:l954j and since' revisedi'' ■: ^ ...-; ; ■;- ,■ ;;

The United Kingdom Atomic, Energy Authority a-f; Harwell determines

rock ages by the uranium/lead methods, and at Oxford University there has

"been established under Professor Wagar, with the co-operation of tHe"Over

seas Geological Surveys, a new sub-department employing the lead, potassium/

argon and strontiun/ru"bicLiuiii methods.' ' ' ' "' "'."■

The laboratory of Clermont-Ferrand University, under the supervision

of Prof»M. Eoq.ues, has carried out important studies on' the aircpns of the

Ivory Coast, Dahomey, and Mauritania, then routine research on geoohrdno-

logy by the strpntium/rubidium method, on rocks froin' the above-mentidned

countries, as well as from Cameroun arid'the Central Sahara1(Hoggar). Simi

lar research is carried out"under the supervision 6f Prof. B« Picoib%t6 at

the Laboratcry pf Kuciear Physics of the University libre de BruXelles, by

the strcntiua/rubidium and uranium/lead methpds,*: In this latter case, work
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is partially in the, Museo'royal de l-'Afrique centrale, Tervuren. The

Institui ,de physique of,the University at Bern has much contributed to

determining the age of African minerals. Contributions also came from

Canada (Tornoto University), the United States (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Carnegie Institute, Washington Geological Survey) and

the USSR (Moscow and Leningrad). More recently, studies were carried out

at the University of Hancy, and occasionally measures are also produced

by the atomic energy centres of Saclay .(France) and Mol (Belgium).

Nevertheless, in spite of all this activity, it is clear from recent

inquiry amongst the Geological Services of Africa that present facilities

for age determination are quite unable to meet the current demand, and

that there is in many cases great'difficulty in getting a moderate num

ber of determinations made in any reasonable time. The work.requires

special skill and experience, and it has often happened in university

research centres that when the student or students have carried out suffi

cient work to obtain a research degree they pass on to other interests

and there is no one immediately available to take their place. Accordi-*

ngly, specimens collected with some care and expense are more or less

abandoned, the collectors are discouraged, and progress is retarded.

Madagascar, however, was able to obtain some'sixty geochronological deter

minations which permitted the dating of the first cycles. There ia

urgently needed for Africa a strong international research centre, estab

lished on a long-term basis, for the making of sound age determinations

in adequate numbers to meet the demands arising from new field, work in

many territories, or a co-ordinated network of laboratories. However,

obtentiori of results has been latterly accelerated by the fact that some

of the laboratories mentioned above (especially, Oxford, Clermont-Ferrand,

Brussels) work exclusively or preferably on African material.
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. Similar remarks apply .to,:facilities for the determination of: the

agets j'of- fossil woods* etc. j.;.by means ,of. the carbon isotope 034 which

is. of, special .interest and, value for ;time. ranges; within pleistocene and

recent- times-f- say within: the last 60,000 years. , - . : . ,

1 ■./;.■"-'■"■.. ..:-.;.;IIi;.v;PHESMT- sm&ffE: OF MINERAL INVESTIGATION, AED EE
1. General . ,

Following the immense' .and .unpreoedented posii-rwar- drive ■ by offioial ;

and private agencies throughout a large part of Africa in the field of

geological survey, the Continent is at present experiencing a great burst

of interest and activity in the discovery?, investigation, development

and production of minerals of all kinds<. In the following paragraphs

some examples of these developments are given with respect to minerals

req.uir.ed mainly for export to the industrial centres of the Western World,

but in addition to these there is a great range of local rock and mineral

produots essential for the economic development of the various territories

themselves concerning which there exists a similar record of discovery,

investigation, and production in the post-war years* An important exam

ple of such development is that of the cement industry; "before the war,

cement factories in Africa were rare, and were established notably in

South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Katanga; but since that time, due

largely to the investigations of the local Geological Surveys into lime-,

stone and clay resources1, they have come into production in almost every

territory. Other local products include those required for general buil

ding and construction, agricultural and industrial purposes, such as

clays for brick and pottery uses, fertilizers, phosphates, vermiculite,

mica, gypsum, salt, corundum and other abrasives, asbestos, as well as

metals such as iron, copper, lead, zinc, etc.
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Methanet

Diamonds t

2> ■:,; Mineral deposits discovered sine© the war ... ,., .

Many mineral deposits, including in some countries additional depo

sits of the same mineral, have been discovered since the isar, in many

cases only tdthin the last year or two; they include:

Angola, Congo (Brazzaville), Libya, Morocco,

Nigeria, Sahara.

Congo (Leopoldville).

Angola, Basutoland, Central African Republic,

Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Gabon,

Ivory Coast, Liberia, Morocco, Sierra Leone*

Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon, Kenya, Morocco, Orange

Free State, Western Transvaal,

Gabon, Madagascar, Orange Free State, Northern

Rhodesia, Transvaal,

North Africa (in phosphates), United Arab Republic.

Congo (LeopoldvilleMorocco, Northern Rhodesia,

Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, United Arab

Republic,

Cameroun, Dahomey, Gabon, Upper Guinea, Liberia,

Mauritania, Morocco, Nigeria, Sahara, Senegal,

Swaziland.

Bechuanaland, Congo (Leopoldville), Gabon, Ivory

Coast, Mali, Morocco, Northern Rhodesia, United

. Arab Republic.

Nyasaland, United Arab Republic, and many coastal

areas of Africa and Madagascar.

Tinr-bearing pegmatites: Congo (Brazzaville), Mali, Senegal.

Chromite: . . Madagascar, Southern Rhodesia (north of the Great

Dyke area), United Arab Republic.

Gold*

Uranium1

Uranium minerals 5

New copper deposits:

Iron*

Manganese:

Ilmenite and rutilei
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Lead-zincs J., ■

Coals ; :,t. . ,...,.

Bauxite:

Phosphates, pyrochlore

Bastnaesite»

Columbite*

Vermiculites

Nonas!tes

Magneei'tei

Mercurys

Barytesi

Graphites

Bentonites

Tantalite*

Columbite~tantalite t

Kyanitei

Spodumen©«

Beryl»

Tungstens

Potash*

Salts

Gypsums

Phosphate t

(4.,MQr.efeao:, Eastern Nigeria.

Bechuanaland, Morocco, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia,

Cam^roun, Opngo (near Inga)? ..Guinea (at Kindia),

Liberia, Madagascar, Mali.

"and monaiite'i W carbonates in many territories

of Central Africa, ; ,

Burundi. «

in younger granites of Liberia, Uigeria, Somalia.

South Africa, Kenya, Morocco, Eyasaland, Sudan,

Tanganyika, Uganda, United Arab Republic, etc.

South African Republic (Uorth-western Gape Province),

Madagascar.

Kenya, Morocco, Tanganyika.

Tunisia.

Nigeria, Swaziland.

Kenya, Northern Rhodesia (Petauke District),Tanganyika.

Algeria•

Zarabesia

Ghana,

Bechuanaland, Cameroun.

Ghana, Mali.

Ghana, Madagascar*

Chad, Morocco.

Congo (Brazzaville).

Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon, Tanganyika.

Tanganyika.

Angola/Congo (Brazzaville), Senegal, Tanganyika,

Togo, United Arab Republic.
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3* Mineral deposits under investigation'

Oili ' ' in various territories.

Methanes Congo (Ledpoldville).

Bituminous sandstones Madagascar* ... . ;■ . . , : ;

Coals Bechuanaland,

Irons Camerpun, Gabon, Guinea, Liberia, Madagascar,

Northern Rhodesia, Sahara, Swaziland,

timenite and rutiles Nyasaland and coastal a^eas,

Chromite* ' ' Madagascar, Southern Rhodesia,

Coppers '■' - . . . v.:.. . Bechuahaiand, Congo (Brazzaville), Morocco, *

Copper with molybdenitesSouth"WesifAfrica,

Lead-zincs Congo (Brazzaville), Mbrocco,

Bauxites Caraeroun. . : .

■Tungstens ■" "' Sahara. ■ "

Potash: Congo (Brazzaville)

Gyp&umi ■*"'"' ■"■ ' ' ' ""'Northern Rhodesia,

4, Mineral deposits in development

Golds . ■ Orange ,Ki?ee State, .Transvaal,

Xroni . . Liberia, Mauritania (Port Gouraud), Sierra

... ,. Leone (Tonkolili), _.

Manganeses Gabon.

Chroraites . Madagascar, . .

Copper-cobalt: Northern Rhodesia (Chibuluma West),

Pyrochlores Tanganyika (Sukulu and Mbaya)*

Leads Morocco*

Lead-zincs Congo (Brazzaville), Eastern Nigeria,
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Tin: ■ Tanganyika, :■,■.■;• ■ : ■ • . ;; . .... ■:,.■;■;■,.■

Phosphates: Algeria (©jebel Onfc), Southern Rhodesia (Dorowa),

Uganda (Sukulu). ,

5* Mineral deposits in production since the war ■' ;'

The mineral deposits;that have oome into production since the war,

many of them only within the last year or two, include:

Oil: ■;;,,Angola, Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon, ^Morocco, Higeria,

Sahara, United Arab Republic, . .. .

Gold: ,.. s , , . ;, .Congo (BrazEaville),. Gabon, Morocco, Orange Free

State, Tanganyika (Kiabakari), Western Transvaal,

Upper Volta (Poura). ,. ,, . . , , :..'...

Uranium: Gabon (Mounana), Orange Free State, Rand,,Northern

_ ,i.,;. .Rhodesia, . . . ■. :■■■.■....

Thorianite: Madagascar. , . . ■ ■„■ ■ ■

Diamonds: Basutoland, Central African Republic, Gabon, Guinea,

Ivory. Coast, South West. Africa. . ■ ..

Copper: Congo (Kolweai, Ruwe), Northern, Rhodesia (Bancroft

and Chibuluma), Uganda (Kilembe).

Iron* Algeria, Angola, Ghana, Guinea,"Xlberia, EEorqcoo,

'■ '' Southern Rhodesia, United Arab Republic.

Manganese* • ' " Bechuah'alaridj Congb: (Katanga), Ivory Coast,

Morocco, Uorthern Rhodesia, Sudan, United Arab

Republic. ' !'

Ilmenite, rutile, zircon and monasite: Cameroun, Gambia (now closed down),

Madagascar, Senegal, South Africa (beach sands).

Lead-zinc: " ' Algeria, Morocco, United Arab Republic. .

Coal: South Africa, Morocco, Tunisia.

Graphite: ■ ■■ ■ ■ Kenya, Morocco.
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Bauxite:11' : ■i\--~; ■" --Guinea "(Los-Is,)- ■ -■■■■-.-; ■ ■ '-■ ' - -"'- "

PhosiiaWi- : ■-■ ■ : :r Gabdny Senegal- (Taiba), TogbV^ansvaa]

■" -"•'■■"■ ''■'■ ' ■■. ':"'' Uganda (Busumbu). ■ ■ " ■■' ' -.'.■■■:•.:■.■ ;■■,- :■„...::

Lithium ore: ; Congo (Leopoldville),. Southern Rhodesia.- ...•..■-.-

Monasite:- " Van .Rhyhsdorp, aotthern Cape; Province-(now. closed

Bastnaesite : ■ ' ■ 'Burundi (new oltfs&d down).: ■ .-■- '■.•.-,■

Kyanite: Bast Africa, South, ^est Africa. -.- ■ -;

Coluinbite: Higer^a,Xin.^granite). _; . _ _. .^ _. .

Vermiculite* , . :.. South, Africa,__ Sudan, Tanganyika, United Arab Republic,

I)i:aspQr:e.,rij)yrQphyllitei Swaziland. . .;. ,, . . ,v v, , : ,. .

Bentoiiitet __,,: .; . . .Alg^ri*. . .;! .. . . i;-;, ,-. . - ...

Beryllium: : .: .. ■ ,.,.. ... .Madagascar., Ewand.a and Burundi ■ , ;

rp^j ^ . . Congo (Brazzaville). ^, .... . . ....

Germaniums Congo (Leopoldville) ; ^ . . ,(_. :i , „ :,

C^dmiumi Congo (Leopoldville).

Tungsten: Algeria.

Afibestos: Algeria.

In addition, important new extensions have been made to established

^Jd^ines in Souijh Afrioa, copper, mines in Northern Rhodesia, Southern

Rhodesia, and ?elgfan, Congo, mnganese mines in Morocco, and diamond mines

in South Africa, South West Africa, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Angola, and. ■

Congo. Furthermore, mineral production in Africa as a whole has greatly

increased,.and important metallurgical plant has come into operation^

as for uranium compounds in Transvaal, iron and steel at Iscor, Pretoria,

.cobalt in Northern Rhodesia and Umenite separation in South Africa; also

oil is now being produced from coal in South Africa, and is under consid

eration in Southern Rhodesia, A great increase in the production of phos-
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phatic fertilizers is proposed in southern Africa. A large alumina

plant has been built at Fria, Guinea 5 a factory for the treatment of

alumina operates at Edea, Cameroun* since 19585 alumina will also be

treated' at a large new ■'smelter in Angola* - The "building of the great dam

and aluminium plant <m the Volta River in Ghana has commenced,, and, a

late report indicates that most of the capital for this project may be

found by the Government of Ghana*, the. World Bank, the United Kingdom and

the United States of America, : >

6. Mineral deposits awaiting development

Apart from those at present undergoing examination, there are

numerous important mineral deposits in Africa, besides countless smaller

ones, which have not yet \ieen developed, for reasons of transport, fin

ance, grade., general economic and political conditions, etc.; many of them

have been to a greater or less extent carefully investigated,' and their

potential importance to the mineral industry of Africa is undoubtedly

very great. They include:

Bituminous schists: Congo (Leopoldville).

Copper: ' Bechuanaland, Morocco, South West Africa.

Cobalt* Northern Rhodesia (Baluba).

Irons Congo, Dahomey, Gabon, Ghana, Liberia, Niger,

Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Sahara, Swaziland,

United Arab Republic (East of Aswan), '" ' ' :

Kickel:- Madagascar/ ' ' ' " '"" ■'' '

Manganeses Ghana, Mali, Morocco.

Ilmenite, rutile, monasite, zircon: in beach sands of many parts of

coastal Africa.

.Lead-zinc! Morocco, Eastern Nigeria,

Antimony: Algeria.
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Graphite*

Bauxite*

Phosphates!

Pyrochlorei , .

Mpnazitei

Beryl* ,....._,.....,- „ ....

Yermiculiter_ ,

Barytesi

Columbite-Tantalite «

"Kyanitef

Salt!

GypsumI

South ■Africa,-. Bechuanalandj-^Congar./iJiadagascar;^.

Nigeria,, Nyasaland, .Southern Rhodesi-aj Tanganyika.

Bast Africa, Northern Rhodesia.

Congo, Ghana, Nyasaland.

In carbonatites of Bast and Central'Africa and

sediments of North and West Africa.

In oarbonatites of East and Central Africa, and

in certain granites, as in Northern Nigeria.

As for pyrocholore? also in beach sands.

Ghana, Southern Rhodesia.

East, Central and Southern Africa,

Swaziland.

Ghana.

Bast" Africa. " " ''

"Becliuanaland (ferine), Gabon, (Tanganyika.

'Kenya,' Morocco^ Somalia/. •■<-'■-■■ ■.-•■■

Some important mineral industries have however suffered setbacks and

severe losses in recent years, and in some cases great shortage has

*ee,n converted, into actual or. pojieniial surplus: production. Owing^to^

the fixed price of gold and the. continued rise in production costs a ^

number,of,^old mines in South,, Central, East and West Africa have become un-

.p^ra^lQ pr^oarl^so,.and owin^ to the numerous aocial consoquonoes of their

closure, certain, .of the governments concerned^ have made or are considering

subsidies, for the most part temporary, to maintain them in •PW-ation,

as in the case of 14 mines in the Transvaal, and certain mines in Ghana.

Ai4ough! Tarawa and Adosso ^inines in Ghanei; iSve recently closed down, new

deep-Ievef cLevelop»en?'nas commenced' at Arls^ohllnoteOver, the Ghafta Gove

rnment "has recSitl^ anho^ced'reduce^rates 'of^ax: on- cdifipariaes wxth-a1
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view of attracting new capital. In- 1956 the Southern Rhodesia Government

gave financial assistance'to a gold 'mine, for development at depth.

Several years ago uranium production in South Africa was expected to

increase steadily and accordingly heavy capital expenditure was1 incurred

in anticipation, but recently an agreed ceiling of 6,200 short tons a

year was announced and large-scale plans for extension of plant were cance

lled. Owing to cessation of demand the monazite mine in Van 'Rhyrisdorp

District of northern Cape Province was put on a maintenance basis in

1959? and active interest in other monazite properties in Africa, as in

Nyasaland and around the coasts, came to an end. This diminished interest

in monazite is probably related to the repent: relatively low-^cost produc

tion of thorium from waste liquors at the Blind River uranium piant.

Any large expansion of coal production at Wankie in Southern Rhodesia

is unlikely in the foreseeable future, and 33b, 1 colliery has been put on

a oare-taking baols* Output above 4»l/2 million tons a year has not been

called for, as against the 5«l/2 million tons for which the three pits

have been equipped. The reduced demand for the coal is due to the prospect

of increasing hydro - olectric power from Kariba dam. The Enugu bolliery

of Eastern Nigeria is also facing difficulties owing to the prospect of

increasing conversion to oil of the railways and the thermal electric''

power stations, so far the chieftand alsmbst the onlyrlocal customers'

of the colliery. For some years past, however, the" colliery nag exported

100,000 tons annually to Ghana, and contracts with other countries are

under consideration.

In; recent years immense effort has been put into the investigation

of "beach sands containing ilmenite, rutile, monazite and zircon around the

coasts of almost every seaboard country in Africa, and vast reserves have
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teen proved, far, more than could have, been anticipated.before the .

investigation „began., Production, particularly,of Hmenite, has followed

in fi-ench West Africa and Gambia,and in .southern Natal a large titanium

minerals plant for the treatment of beach sands has recently been opened,

with a capacity of 100,000 tons of ilmenite a year, and 7,000 tons of

rutile- The future of this industry depends however upon the extent of ■

the demand for titanium, which is still.in some doubt, production ceased

in Gambia.after a. run of about two years, and the.fine, modern processing

plant was dismantled and sold, . . ....-.>. . , : ,

in^ in recent years, niobium^has moved from a position of great

scarcity^to-one of equally ^eat.potential production. At: the end of

World- War -II,1 95 per cent of• the world*s supply came from columfrite derived

from the tin-bearing gravels of Northern Nigeriaj .but -later it. was found

possible to'-eaEtract columbite directly from certain deeply—weathered tin-

field granites, and production went up considerably.. During the post-war

period numerous carbonatit© pipes carrying another niobium-mineral,\pyro-

chlore,!have beesdisdovered in"East and Central Africa, and extensive

investigations have been'carried out in Uganda, Kenya,;Tanganyika, Hyasa*

land and: Northern Hhodesia with a view toi;the economic extraction of the^

pyrochlore> and pilot plant has been in operation for<several years at

Mbaya iii Tanganyika and Sukulu in Uganda. ■: But while the production pote

ntial of'these deposits is ver^ greats the.prospects .for niobium are still

in doubt, although the demand is rising slowly.■ ■ ;

In I958 Nigerian tin production was cut to 50 per cent of the 1957

figure owing to international restrictions, but it improved during 1959

and was expected to be back to normal by about the end of the year. The

Uruwira copper-lead mine of south-western Tanganyika has almost exhausted

its reserves and is expected to close in i960, and in Kenya and Uganda
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the production capacity of post-war cement plants is now expected to

exceed demand considerably for many years- In 1959 the Uganda wolfram

industry was in a very depressedflstate owing to the fall in world prices*

/ ^V^Pl^ .FOR imi MIHERAL DEPOSITS ■ ;,.. \ ■ -. > J ;/ •..

!• General- "_';=: '■>;■ \,": ;■■-■■ ".• ■■■.' ■ :l/ '' ..'•;' '/■.'•''",':■.'■ ■"■['■■■-, ■ v ■';-■■

During the past few years there has "been an intense search for new

mineral deposits, and a re-examination of old deposits, throughout the

greater part of Africa; this activity has arisen mainly from the conti-

nually increasing demand :fbr new minerals! as -a result of. steadily increas

ing world population, and'a gradual Raising of the standard of living^ the

widening range1 o'f minerals-required for new techniciues and as substitutes

for others in; short supply> and partly also "because in man^r territories

it is felt tnat1 mineral discovery-wouldr resial-t i&: a welcome improvement

in the general economy.1 Ah additional1reason for the continuing-and rising

demand is o^ course: the imperative need to replace known*deposits as they

■become'exhausted, and the long-term demand- is unaffected "by temporary

recessions and' slowing down of activity such as occurred in the earlier

part of 1948/ The search therefore1 must' continue with unabated zeal> and

far into the future, not only because: of the immense areas requiring det-r-

ailed and time-consuming examinatldri,' but also "because of new methods

of exploration constantly *>ein;g devised to discover deposits becoming

ever more difficult to findr and ^because1 :with the general economic deve

lopment of ;the territories, and the improvement in communications, it

becomes possible to work more and more of the deposits already known, ,

In the case of major deposits and mining fields the course of development

proceeds the other way, in. that the deposits, .themselves providethe justi

fication for ;new communications and lead to general development. Finally,

it is necessary to gain some idea of the mineral potential of Africa
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during a peri6d commensurate with that in which the known resources,

elsewhere ^11 become depleted, and to aXlow :ti,e for; the development

of tiie "new'resources♦ .-■■■■

% importance of maintaining mineral investigation and develop-

ment in Africa is emphasised by the fact that the Continent oo far has -■

centred very largely to the Sree World output of strategic Minerals

and metals, including industrial diamonds, ootambiua-tantaluB, cobalt,

platinum,. chromite,mangenese, antimony and copper.

In fee earlier times a highly important factor in the search for

new mineral deposits wan the individual prospector, who, with-his pros

pecting pan and >*fc and shovel, made detailed search for the obvious

outcrops and occurrence of the relatively narrow range of minerals with,

which he ^familiar; he is credited too with the discovery of a high, .

percentage of the world** major mineral deposits, and thus has often _^

'led the way to important mining enterprise. In these days, howler,, while

there is still an important place for his methods locally, he can rarely

4 work without support owing to the high cost of transport, labour; and;,

equipment, and the task of mineral exploration, still called- "prospecting",

and still calling for highly-skilled and detailed mineralogical work in

the field, has to be undertaken by large organisations well-equipped fin

ancially and possessing all modern scientific aids. ; Indeed, the cost

of modern prospecting is apt to be so high that even the larger as well

as the smaller companies tend to combine for this purpose so as to spread

the risks, much as.is done in oil prospecting. There.has grown up also

in recent years a large number of highly specialized geophysical companies

who carry out certain of the geophysical surveys required by the explo-

ration companies* .

The share of the government of a territory in these activities.is
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usually '-to provide the-basic geological mapping,-and,-, often aj^sast a,..,

preliminary examination of'any mineral deposits that :are "brought to light

in this way, while the further examination of areas and, the final asse

ssment; of the:deposits is. carried o.u;fc by mining, companies* Sometimes,

however, governments take a greater share in prospecting operations, as

iris the;;rcase; pi";vthe;^renqh^ithor?.ties for #10. prospecting in Algeria,- and

also, through Statei..c;prpor:at.3,pnsr in the actual proving of deposits, as

in the case of the Frenph Bureau Ilinic:-, the .Oo.miy<.ppe.cia.l.du: Katanga,

and the'mining branch of the Colonial Development Corporation.

2. The .geological basis for pr

'In modern large-scale mineral exploration* a thorough knowledge .of

the geology of the territory concerned is of paramount-, importance;:.thus',.

not only is primary ■■geological mapping-essential,-, followed by mapping;

in irioreasirig detail as requ±rod? but also a-thorough geological know

ledge of' the history, Buccossion^processes of .formation., istructures etptj

«f the recks themselves j 'so1' that -the . geoiogical-;g£ttihg>:pf any,; mineral

indications'' that come' to1" light-may "be tlaoi-oughly.: understood a,s, a basis, for

■further exploration,, These--considerations are. now T^ell—appreciated by...

the larger prospecting organisationst- which devote dncreasin^ attention

to geologicar mapping'^' ■-■-:-■'. :■ ■ ■. ■ . .■-... . :, ■,. .. _ . .

■". An aspect of mineral exploration that"will become of ever'ihcreasing

importance as the exposed ore bodies become worked out, iB^that of predi

cting on the basis of geological considerations albne where" *a miheral '

deposit might occur at depth,''although in no- way evident at-the: surface,

and the endeavouring to prove its presence'by means- of geophysical

methods, geochemistry, and finally drilling! such an approach is begin

ning to yield results in a number of arsas3 as in the proving of new

copper Ore bodies in Northern 'Rhodesia, •ia(nd, also in ■G^rus-,... A particular
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and more obvious- phase of this operation is the.finding of ore-bearing

formations, deep beneath...a cover of overlying rocks.of. different: character,

-as. in the-.case.of -the Wltwatersrand gold reefs several thousand,, feet.. ..

beneath the Karroo sediments of the Orange Free State, Hie geological

approach has of course long been applied in oil exploration, whereby .

elaborate.efforts are made to find at depth appropriate structures in ,

.which there is reason to believe ,tb.at oil may be trapped, before test dri

lling i^aqtually commenced? in the Saharan oil-fields, for example ,.. the.,

final: successful drilling was preceded by a long .period of intense, geor

logical work. .. ; . . ; - ■■■•..■

: There are of course simple geological considerations that indicate

broadly what kind of mineral deposits may possibly exist in a given area;

■■where mapping shows the presence of certain sediments! say the Karroo of

southern Africa or the upper Cretaceous of West Africa, coal seams may

be found within them, or in the case of younger sediments occurring through

out much o£ northern Africa, bedded phosphates may be present, Again,

where the "basement11 rocks are widely represented there is the possibility

of a wide range of metalliferous minerals occurring, as iW southern Africa,

East Africa, and much of the Sahara; in Africa, as in Canada/ these ancient

rocks occupy' vast areas, and in both regions they are as a whole the reposi

tory of great mineral wealth, In many oases mineral occurrences-are asso-

. Ciated with particular rocks or structures; certain granites.rmay...lead to

; the recognition of metalliferous ..veins carrying ores of tin, tungsten,,

niobium, etc., and structures such as faults or fractures may be associated

with other ore bodies* For example,, the United States Geological Survey

is mapping country between known mining districts in. Nevada, with.. avi,ew to

• recognizing .regional, structures ..that might account,for the localization of

the mining-fields, and then auggosting. likely places in which to searoh for

new districts, . .,
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Many other cases' rcould be cited to-: show how purely geological,-work.

h'a;sJ'ie"d; Wthe recognition of new ore bodies, 'even though this was not ,;

necessarily the intention in:,'the first instance. The carbonatite pipes

of east and central Africa were described in the first place as: geological

occurrences of unusual and interesting character? as they became better.,

known there was reason to believe, on the analogy of comparable .Scandina

vian rocksi Hhat■ ih&f might contain pyrochlorey apatite, and other minerals

of economic interest1,- and oh further examinationatbeyrwere.^^ndfa^t fftiiftd

to do so, and they are now"important potential sources of these .minerals.

Another example of detailed petrological work leading to a result of .;

economic:importance is that relating;to. the Nigerian columbite granite;

this granite,in which columbite had already been shown to.occur as a minor

constituent;mineral,,, was; found from detailed mapping to have been intruded

in five successive, phases, ,but it. was only in the last of these that the

columbite,was sufficiently concentrated to be.of economic value;.this phase,

deeply weathered, is: now the most important source of Nigerian columbite*

Again, from a detailed petrological and geophysical study of the.Great

Pyke of Southern Ehodesia it has- recently been found that the five thin

seams of chromite worked in. the dyke at Mtoroshanga recur 45 miles farther

north: in the. dyke, thereby providing an important new potential source of

the ore-. ,u .- ,.-..- ; ■■■■■..■-■■■■...

Geomorphology, that -branch of geology concerned with ;the.;;description

of surface features and their origin; and.long.regarded as solely an.academic

pur'suit is now becoming of increasing importance in economic geology. .,

Ore bodies, being frequently foreign to their, geological environment and

Usually dlifferent in'their"resistance to. erosion^generally form;hollows

or1 gullieSi ridges or cape, which to the experienced eye are readily reco

gnized as features alien■ to tHo local erosion pattern,and therefore, worthy

of examination* Geomorphology thus aids in the recognition and mapping
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of all forms of superficial and residual deposits, such as bauxite,

iron ores, manganese, ores,, and gravels carrying, economic, minerals5 a

stu^r. of. river regimes will show where to expect old and new pavel banks

and, where they are likely, to carry the Richest concentrates, ;Jt ;.«"•!

assist in unravelling the complex history of shore lines,.. involving up

lift, seaward and lateral tilting, and variations in deposition, all of

which can be of importance in the study of coastal deposes'carrying

diamondsarid of other economic minerals.

In mineralized country it frequently happens that mineral deposits

are' exposed far more readily ina much eroded scarp zone separating a

higher flat plateau surface, paetically free of rock" outcrop's;; from a

younger surface « u Tdwer level;' examples of this maV be seen in the

mining areas of the middle veld of Southern Rhodesia and along the plateau

edge west of Lusaka'in Northern Rhodesia.

Tij,e aeoapgicaX Survey of, French West Africa, and t number of British

.,,0versea.s.1Suryey3?: for example,, normally employ, ge.omorphplo^ical methods

in tbeexa^na^ionpf ..their territories and geomor.phology greatly assists

Soil Surveys in their studies, of the nature, origin and distribution of

soils*

../Phe economic, importance of palaeontology in e.stablishtng the ages,

succession and structures of sedimentary rocks needs no emphasis, parti

cularly in view .of its essential importance in oil exploration.

■:■•'■'■■.* Helicopters are now-frequently used for carrying geologist and their

equipment to-places:difficult of access, whether.desert localities or

mountain peaks; air-drops are increasingly ^employed for the Supply of iso

lated field parties, and ^xtensive-Ufce. is made 6£ radio .communication for

..maintaining,contact between field parties and their headquarters.
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Finally, a careful geological study of an area proposed for geoph-

: sical examination can assist in reducing the dimensions of the geophy

sical targe*, thereby reducing the cost of the operation and the time

heeded for it.: - ■ : ' .' ■ ■ ■ ■-• * : . .-•:■■;■■ .■■■■■

3» Prospecting methods .

It is not proposed to do more here than to, refer tjriefly to: (the stand

ard modern prospecting methods, since adequate descriptions of them are

available elsewhere (David Williams: Mineral Exploration. Pres, Addr.,

Froo.Geol,Assoc, vol.70, pt.2. 1959, and J.W.IT, Sharpei Mineral Explo

ration and its Techniques. Pros.' Addr., Pro. G.S.S.A., LVIII, 1955). It.

is however important to emphasise that these methods can be effective only

when used in conjunction with geological information and evidence; moreover,

they supplement but do not replace geological investigation. Whenever

posslblej more than one method is used on a given problem so as to gain

; additional data to be considered with the geologi-cal evidence. The follo-

■ wing are the--principal methods and aids used in prospecting ap'art from

■■ the geological "'methods-already considered:'*' ' ■ ■ ". ■ ■.: ;■ .' ■...■■■■■■■■..

(a) Fhotogeology, Aerial photographs are not only of great assistance in

geological mapping,- but also they often show clearly structures which are

often-of importance in prospecting, such-as faults, from*'-easterns, dykes,

veins, gossans, and linear trends. Colour photography, which is becoming

,.relativeJLy. les.s expensive, is sometimes of value i,n.revealing mineralized

areas ;which are distinguished by. colour.from the surrounding barren areas;

the films permit, of colour .correction or. distortion..tQ,.show up.more clearly

.■ suQh.mineralogical and .geological :detail. ,.

-Hadiometry.' In addition to their value :"in-"prospecting for radio

active minerals, particularly uranium minerals, the various forms of Geiger

counter and scintillometer are of value in the tracing of boundaries
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between different rocks,, such as granites and sediments, or the margins

of carbonatite or kimberlite pipes. , They are used in aerial survey^:.

.in: oar.--t.orne surveys* with self-recording instruments, on the ground, _

: .underground, in "bore-holes, and for testing specimens in laboratories.

(O\ -Geophysics. -The standard geophysical methods are (l) the magnetic;

-(2) the electromagnetic; (3) the electrical3 (4) .the seismic; and (5). the gra-

■"' vimetricv Or these the magnetic- and-the . electromagnetic methods, aro ..employed

- 'in-aerial geophysical surveys,as also aro eointillometex observations,. Scintil-

lomefcsr and magnetometer aerial surveys are frequently run simultaneously.

v ■■■ : Magnetic survey* are of value not only in detecting bodies of magnetic

l* "iroiT ore/ fe also in distinguishing between rocks of low magnetic permea*.

biliiy, such as granite and sediments. Aerial magnetic methods .:are now

- extensively employed because they.enable a.given:#r«a to be surveyed.far

mo9exrapiaiyi=han o^the ground; moreover, abroad, structures such as faults

can'readily be -■ ident^fiod in this way, and areas of possible economic,

';""■: interest thereby defined for detailed work on the ground. Airborne elec-

: troma^etic die^hods have recently .been developed, particularly in: Canada,

: r:* the ^nite^ Stai;es^nd Sweden, : for application chiefly to, BpPJhlda, ^b.

"*''* T: "The"electrical metho^s^ comprise r'esistivity methods, used -widely^ :

for ground-water surveys, and the self-potential method, lvalue ;for

- detecting sHallow ^phide bodies and. sometimes, for .tracing ^tratigraphic

contacts ev^n where obecured'by superficial posits. .

In the seismic method rocks are distinguished by the, different rates

at which "they transmit seismic waves, produced artificially by means of

explosions, and the rock structures-are,deduced from the manner in which

the waves change their course in passingsfrom,one rock tp another or are

reflected from rock surfaces. The method is employed for the interpretation

of rock structures at depth in areas where lack of outcrops does not permit
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of such interpretation from surface observations, .and it accordingly has

extensive^appl^catioh in oil exploration,, ' , ■ : .

The gravimetric method detects variations in the earth's gravitational

attraction from place to place,' and is thus capable of detecting relatively

'dense'"masses1 at-depth, ■such as. large ultrabasicvbodles, .and , relatively

light masses, such as salt domes, and in addition it can distinguish between

dense'r^and lighter rocks, such as basic igneous masses and sediments. : Occa

sionally masses of iron .ore and of other metalliferous : jninerai$.,.ca;n., be; dete-

d) Geochemical methods^ These methods depend upon the detection of trace

elements of the'useful metals In the soil, in stream sediments,, in vegetation,

or in streams or ground waters; of these, soil samples normally give the

most useful information. Fron the plotting on a map of the results of a

large number of-samples collected on a grid pattern, an area of maximum

concentration:' can be found which in suitable circumstances can> indicate a

zone of mineralization overlying a possible ore-body. The presence of minera

lization within a drainage basin can sometimes be-determined by examining

the sediments' of;the main stream. In areas of few outcrops and deeply, weath

ered rocks this method is of great importance, and is now extensively emp

loyed in. exploration surveys,-,.

(e) Drilling* "Drilling" ie the most important and''the most .positive; of all

the exploration techniques? and in an# case has;'to be employed in the .end

for purposes of ■confirmation whatever" other- methods .may. have, heen used

earlier. Apart from the value of. the drilling scores,-' the: bore-hole itself

can be employed for additional'-exploration "by means of.: goo-physie.al techniques,

such as resistivity? ■radibmefr'io.-'aiia--self-potent±ai"».-. . ,.-.: ,. ■.■ ■ -.■

The term "saturation prospecting" has recently appeared in 'technical

literature and a symposium on this sxibject was held by the Canadian"
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Institute'Of-Mining and Metallurgy ;at Vancouver in April 1958;, in the.. ■: <

course of this symposium there were Emitted and discussed a number of. = .,_

valuable .papers o;n the subject of mineral exploration by modern techniques.

The term is intended to indicate a complete investigation and appraisal

of an area with regard to its mineral potential, but it was admitted by

some of the speakers at the symposium that it could be complete only within

the limitations of the geophysical and other methods actually employed,

ttile it is obviously of value in many cases to muster all available methods

at one time in the exploration of a given area, the answer given can rarefy

b? regarded as more, than of -tenporaryTaluo, both for the reason given and

because of chafing circumstances with time. All exploration methods have

their,.limitations^ both as regards their techniques, the efficiency of the

equipment employed and the depth to which they.can operate, and all these

factors are subject to "improvement with time, and sometimes..rapidly so.. ..

Moreover,' a wide range'of factors, such as new geological information or

consideration^ changes in demand and market prices for known minerals, in

mining and'metallurgical techniques, in demands for new minerals not previ

ously regarded as of economic interest, improvement of communications and

of economic factors, end so on, W possibly lead at a later dateto the

development of minerals in spite of an earlier'neSa«ve report. Many '

espied could bo quoted of'mineral deposits that were missed by exploration

surveys which at the time were intended to be thorough . But there'is

obviously great to^I* an exploration that is as efficient as existing ^

circumstances permit, and the result arrived at must assist in assessing '

mineral potential for some years a'head,

4.

As an ..indication of the wideSPread,and,vigorous prospecting activities

now,current. in Africa, it will be of interest to consider briefly the opera-
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tions-of various governments, corporations, and private companies in

this field* ■ ■ . ".■■■.■': . ......

:In the Sahara and at many places around the coasts of Africa there

has been in progress for some years a number of important oil explorations,

some of which have resulted in substantial production, as in the Sahara,

while others, as in Nigeria, have so far led to more modest results. The

sums involved are large; the four Saharan oil companies involved, with

which the femch Government is associated, had at their disposal in 1957

■ the sum of 39 thousand million francs; Shell B,P. in Mgeria, which made

its first really encouraging discovery at Oloibiri in February 1956, apart

from earlier exploration costs of about £20 nu, spent £3.l/2 m* in the

search for oil in 1956, and over £10 a. in 1957, and in 1958 probably

still more. B.P. Shell in Tanganyika spent over £1,350,000 in its exp

loration work in 1957, and a total of over £4.1/2 m. since operations

began in 1952. In Madagascar, the Societe des petroles de Madagascar has

invested/ since 1947, about 7 thousand million CPA francs in research!

In its Annual Report for 1958 the Inspection CUbtfrale des.Mines et

de la G^ologie gave a detailed account of the activities of its branches

in French West Africa, French Equatorial Africa, Cameroun, and in Madaga-..

scarj apart from their widespread work of basic geological mapping, these

organizations carried out a large number of investigations covering almost

the whole range of economic minerals, many of them representing discoveries

of varying degrees of importance only recently made? engaged on,this work;

in French West Africa were 45 geologists, 32 assistant geologists, and, ;. .

5 engineer prospectors; in French Equatorial Africa, 18 geologists and 23

assistant geologists, and prospectors.; and in Madagascar, whefie for

various reasons there had been serious loss of staff, 13 geologists and

4 assistant geologists. The field work in the three regions was supported
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by strong and well-equipped headquarter, organisations at Dakar, Brazzaville

and Tananarive respectively. The Bureau linier de la France d'Outre-Mer

carried out much additional prospecting as well as the economic appraisal

of mineral deposits, involving drilling,, pitting and laboratory work as

necessary. Similarly the British Overseas Geological Surveys, Operating

in 11 territories mainly in West, Bast and Central Africa, with a total

staff of about 130 geologists, and related scientists, pursued an active

programme, Of mineral investigation, and the same can ba said of all the

other major geological survey organizations, as in the Congo, Southern

Khodesia, the Republic of South Africa, and those of northern Africa.

Ghana has commenced, an expanded programme of mineral investigation calling

for the1 recruitment of 40 additional geologists. Probably the total number

of official geologists in Africa now exceeds 500. The sum total of pros

pecting' carried out by these organizations is obviously very large, and

represents an outstanding contribution to mineral investigation in Africa.

Turning now to the larger mining organizations, certain.of them have

recently been making detailed examination of large concessions in various

parts of Afrioa. .,-... , ■ . :

■ ' In the Bechuanaland Protectorate, the Rhodesia Selection Trust has

recently:entered into an agreement to explore the Bamangwato Area occupying

over 40,000 sq. miles in the eastern portion of the territory, over a.period

of abotlt 10 years; Ilond Nickel and Minerals Separation are associated, with

the7Trust in this survey. In South ¥est Africa a large scale search for

oil and other minerals is to be undertaken by a group of companies*.

Corporations and companies:interested in certain minerals or groups

of minerals have also made reconnaissances and detailed-examinations for

their particular minerals throughout a large part of Africa in recer.t years,

De Beers and Selection Trust have made extensive surveys for diamonds, as
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in Bechuanaland, Northern Rhodesia, Fyasaland, Uganda, and French West '

Africa, A large section of Tanganyika has been prospected for diamonds

by Williamson Diamonds Ltd. in co-operation with De Beers, Iniernatiohal

Nickel, from its office in Johannesburg, has carried oui more or less,

detailed examination of the more important "Basic and"ultrabasic masses;t

in almost every country in Africa South of the Sahara, and African

Manganese similarly examined numerous occurrences of manganese and of"

niobium and rare earth minerals* '. ■■■■-■_--_■ ■■"-!(_*■ =' ." . ■'■uu-.u:&:•.,>■.&<.

As an example of the kind of intensive search for minerals now under

taken byLlarge mining organisations may be quoted the operations of the

Ajiglo-American Corporation and its subsidiary companies in Northern

:Rhodesia and Tanganyika -(Bursill, optima, 1959)? in the first of these

countries the. subsidiary company, Chartered Exploration, has prospecting

^rights over 120,000 square miles for a period of hen years, and in the

second,Western Rift Exploration has rights over about a quarter of this

area for six years* Most of the ground held by Chartered Exploration

was examined during the great Anglo-American prospecting 'campaign,' '

covering 170,000 square miless in the years 1929-1940. That campaign :

once appeared to exhaust, all possibilities of the ground, but since then

old metdls have become subject "to new economics of mining, extraction and

marketing^ ■:' new 'metals have coma into use.,; and also new prospecting -,- .

methods have been developed for finding them.. The area is therefore

being're-examined in the light of these and other recent developments in

geological and related sciences.' .. - , -■ '

'■' '<"' In 'the Western Rift area, covering 34,000 square .miles-..of .undeare-

■ loped territory, enough was known of the exposed rocks, comprising a

'range of ancient "basement" formations, to suggest strong possibilities

of mineralisation. Known mineralisation^ most of it uneconomic, includes
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gold, lead, copper and nickel, and it is believed that prospecting may

lead to other mineralizations, perhaps hidden under cover of soil, sand

m laterite or at depth in solid rock.,.Field work has been designed, to

proceed in four stages. The first is to obtain an ovei -all picture of ,

the geology,which is arrived at from a combination of-a photogeological

study of air photographs, ground reconnaissance and earlier geological

mapping aid observation by official and compapy geologists. ;The,photo-

geolpgical.recpnnaissance.was put on contract to another.organization,

and while it was being carried out the second stage of field work began

in X95T- This, like the first,, is an exploration or mapping stage, as

distinct from the succeeding or prospecting stage, and consists of trave

rsing the country on foot at appropriate intervals;, during this stage

all water,,courses, encountered are examined, and samples of stream sediments,

representing the rocks and minerals occurring in the stream catchment,

are collected and..sent to the laboratory for, mineral examination. About

10-geologists, with field assistants, are continuously employed on this

work, during, the. dry season., Contact between the base and field camps and

field: parties ia maintained by radio-telephone and by miniature portable

radio receivers. The third or prospecting stage of field work is more

detailed, and comprises geological mapping and mineralogical or geochemical

sampling, or geophysical' measurements^ a close grid, Tho .f-burih and final

stage'is that of -proving a deposit. Further,perhaps-more detailed,mapping, geo-

■■' physical moasurements and geochemical sampling may be necessary,,but the stage

is characterizod by sampling ore. The ore-body must therefore"bo exposed by

excavation, such as pitting or trenching, or by drilling cr both. However,

the operation has now been abandoned. ... , •

' Geophysical prospecting from the air is carried out at appropriate

stages of the work so that air and ground observations may be closely
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The ground observations are. "based on, the first two stages

' and on information obtained from Government Geological

-;and Mines Department records, existing or abandoned mines, prosp

ectors^ etc. The company uses its own B.C.3 aircraft, fitted with a

proton free-precession magnetometer, an electromagnetometer, and a scin-

tillometer. Behind the field operations for advice on, all phases of the

work are the■company1s technical headquarters at Johannesburg,

Q?he conclusion to be drawn from this review of the current search

for minerals in Africa is that modern'mineral exploration is nb longer

a matter for the prospector or a small organization of limited means, :

but demands adequate staff highly specialized in geology, mineralogy,

chemistry, and geophysics, very expensive equipment £or use in the air

and on the ground, and ample'time in which to make the necessary detailed

observations over wide areas* It requires too a deep knowledge of :

geological processes and structures and their relations to mineralization,

so that mineral occurrences may not only be sought on the' ground but ■

also.to an increasing extent predicted at depth in places where' they do

not outcrop; it demands too the courage and skill to enter the

and above all great capital resources, . ■ .

5» The prospects of finding new mineral deposits

the preceding review of the recent hi&tpiry of .mineral exp-, „

loration in Africa^ some conclusions can be; drawn regarding t,he,prospects

of finiing' new mineral deposits. ■ ■ ■ -;- ■,:-.. .■.;.,>■. ■.;■; '»*:■■: :■■:■".■;■.. ■; ;

In the first place, not only have innumerable deposits -of varying

degrees of importance bofc-n found since the war, many of them now in-;::i

pr-dduct.ioh or nearly ; so, .but also the rate, of discpyery has increased, as

a consequence, of. the,;iprc^Qss of geological mapping, so that almost every

week the technical press has new finds to announce, not infrequently in
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areas that .were already .thought to "be .w.alj, known- It can be assumed ,. :

therefore that at the present tempo of exploration fresh discoveries

will continue to be made for at least some few years ahead*

In territories ...that have maintained strong Geological Surveys for

many years,-, the prospects of finding important new. mining fields are j ,

sm£j.:U :,or remote,, but there is still the probability of ;fi.nd.ing useful

mediiim.to ..small, deposits,- or. larger low-grade deposits,, particularly when

such territeries still .have considerable areas; not, yet .covered by.geolo^.

gical. mapping and systematic mineral exploration. In the less well-known

territories in, which,, there has been little or no systematic scientific;

exploration, ;%e.,chances of finding new mining fields, orlarger and,,.. \ ;

smaller mineral deposits, is obviously greater,, : -:

■"■■ J"-r kn important: element to be considered is the time factory for iorig-

continued': neglect cannot1 be made: good in merely a few years* it is rarely

possible' to tafceva large tract of country and' to examine it with a limited

staff for say half-a-doaen years or less3 and then to make a final app

raisal of. its mineral potential,. Such .problems as shortage: of ,scientifio

and.,technical, staff,, both expatriate and local, the large areas to, be-.- ■

covered and. the intensely detailed local work usually required to proves

mineral deposits, the. extent to which potential-mineral-bearing areas ■;;-■

a»e, covered by. younger formations.-, superficial.; deposits such as. late-.-. -

rite, deep weathering, and forest cover, as well,as general conditions;

of communications and economic development, all require much time for !: .

their solution., and .they: cannot be hurried. The slow and steady: accunru-,

lation of geological and.mineralogical information, as by a well-estab—

lish^d and well-equipped Geological Survey, assisted as necessary by ■ ■ :

funds for special investigation, provide the best guarantee of; ultimate

mineral development or appraisal. Furthermore, the more a country.develops
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the more its known mineral deposits:become workable, either "for export:

or for-ldc^l^industry and : use* '■■'.■'■.','■■,:-'^:i\' -> • ' ' ■'■ ■■■ :' ■ '■-■'■ ■■■-■• *■■ ;-.-.

It is important too to keep in mind that the modern techniques of

geophysics,--" radibmetric surveys, geochemistry and photogeology, inva

luable' as.:they are when properly employed, "are of: little or no value ■'^

in ^fie;ms»lvW;-:iajia-'ih6^'J8^c«^ile* they show are n'o%;infrequently mislead"

<iing an the absence of proper geological control, and sometimes even ' "

with sudtf obh-fcrol1. !fheyi:are in fact to be regarded as geological aids

rather than as mineral exploration methods inthemselves. Aerial geophy-

sioail survey, for example, is not infrequently presented to adjninistr- ''

ations as providing a quick answer to ^ological arid mineral Investigation

problems, but in fact when used indiscriminately over' extensive unknown

areas it merely, leads to, waste of money. Of itself it. gives,-little or no

information, on actual, mineral deposits, but under proper geological-: ,...

control it can indite areas for closer examination from the -air,or..on ■

the, grounds . , , ...,.,. .,

An additional factor in mineral exploration "in Africa is that a vbr'y

large part of the Continent, '-a's-- can be seen by a glance at a geological

map, is underlain by rocks of the "basement complex", representing the

ancient- "shield"'of Africa, on which all-the younger or fossiliferous ': !

systems-have been laid down; these rocks, :as in the Canadian and:other "

shields, are the repository of a great range of important deposits, large

and small, tM<gWhave ; given rise to'aMgh propor-fcioh' of Africa's'mining

fields and-:important mineral deposits,, The shield can "be assumed to" /:

contain many more mineral'' deposits then are ^present known,: and tb; it

must be devoted ever-increasing attention? its geological history must

be explored more and more' thoroughly as■a basis for new mineral explo

ration. It is not however uniformly mineralized, and an important task

is to discover the areas worthy of detailed investigation.
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■,.... Another point of,interest is that within $he shieId...-^e.,range, of

mineral deposits is so great, and their form.of outcrop is so varied as

a result of different climatic and other conditions, that the first

■vital clue to a.new occurrence can easily be missed even by detailed

surveys. Again, certain potentially economic bodies, such as pipes

of kimberlitf? or of carbonatite, ..may penetrate any part of the shield

.and a considerable range.of the overlying.rocks5 .but they ten4 to form

unobtrusive .outcrops not easily recognized, ,and constant watch must be

.maintained for, them, by all available modern methods. .-.-•:•:...

■■' ■ It;-is' a' cdmmonly accepted principle that an existing mining field

provides better prospect for new mineral development than an untried

f either by the discovery of'new ore-bodies or by extensions of

bodies, :-but as: time goes oh, for reasons connected' ^thilalid

rights, difficulties of exploration, and greater depth, it becomes inc

reasingly, costly to develop such new bodies... .. ;

■'■ In:considering the possibilities of mineral development1 in the

little-known" ai'eas of Africa there arehowever some grounds vfor 'not taking

too optimistic a view. In the'first place it is not always sufficiently

realized how .thorou^i was the exploration in the past times .for minerals

known and used in those times,, such .as the ores of: gold, copper, silver,

lead and tin, and;precious .stones, besides lesser minerals^ suchas

graphite,, mica and salt. For example,, the gold mines.; of the Gebeit and

Oyo areas of the Sudan, dependent, mainly on small quartz reefs, are

■based on .the old .3?haraonic. workings (Andrew,, 1952-195.7)? various .minerals

were worked,in Egypt ,in ancient times (Lucas),., and. copper was,known to

..occur .at .Hofra.t. en Hahas. .in .sout.V^-eas.tern Sarfur for, centuries and had

been worked by local people up.to the enA of. the-Nineteenth century

(Abdulla,: 55-57); in, central and southern Africa, the copper-belt ores
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■"■ of Northern Rhodesia and jthe Belgian ..Congo, copper ;in Morocco and the

■• copper/, gold-and tin of fSouth Af^ic.a^:,.were all workedriK anoint .times,

while the ;gold>of Ghana and the tin workings ofr.:Northern .Nigeria, and

also the lead;: workings, Iwere.ail' well-established in prerEuropean

In.the lower Zambezi' region,-there are persistent legends^bf

; ancient gbldiand isilver .workings .that.rhave not yet ;been-verified. ■ The

-:■'■- -old Bushman Copper';Mine of -Bechuanaland, ^situated in featureless ^Kalahari

;country and worked prior;.to the .'First World War,, -was .founded :on-ancient

workings appearing as gentle mounds'.and hollows in- the sandjj-its^isolation

. and inconspi-cuousness provide eloquent testimony to the thoroughness

. Of the ancient prospecting, Practipally all the gold mines of Southern

..Rhodesia are on the sites of ancient workings, which the early pioneering

prospector soon learned to hunt out for himself in the course of his

. "prospecting".

The ancient iron-smelting industry of Africa, revealed bjr countless

wide-spread small blast;furnaces, and carried on until European times and

.afterwards, provides further evidence of the knowledge of minerals and

- metallurgy available to the early peoples.

■■■-.:.■.. Again?; when A.R,.: Andrew, and T.E..G* Bailey commence^, their; Mineral

—Survey of Nyasaland in;19O5, very early in the European.history of the

-territory^, certain deposits of gold,-, lead, graphite, mica,; coal-and lime-

: :s-t6ne described-by them were, already well-known to the lopal, inhabitants,

■ and, some-; had-indeed been referred to by Livingstone. In general., in the

^.-Inhabited areaslof Africayfche Africans, soon became apt prospectors of the

":' :■ minerals required by, early. European pro;spectors. and for. small rewards

brought to notice many: isolated occurrences which., would^otherwise have

■escaped notice.. In.more recent times, in the Gold Coast>. now Ghana, and

Sierra; Leone, the. Africans, so&n learned, the.art; of diamond pr^ospecting*
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All this and other evidenoe of early prospecting in Africa, from

earfy^oehfuries down to modern Hmes, shows thai much of the Continent

must" iiave" teen well-covered "by'prospectors even in places that now show

no sign of "'i-fcj"* for there remains ho record of their work in "barren areas,

and the only' positive evidence of their activities is in the ancient

workings. But the extent and distribution of these' workings, and often

their isolation, and the moderhiidifficulty :of finding important or even

less important outcrops, not already known to the ancients, showsJipw r

widespread and thorougi was the ancient prospecting.'..: One: important factor,

was probably that the search was continued over a^ lcng period, of time, v

A comparable example, of thorough, search is tha$.r of nomadic, peoples for .

desert water supplies, on whioh.it is of;ten difficult to improve even. :

with modern methods; the finding of water was a matter of life and death

to them, arid they had' many' generaiiohr-:itr-^air^6': psrfWV^heiT search.

' ' ;: These considerations suggest tha^ ^'here'is only remote prospect of find

ing : in the ''barren" areas of"much "of "Africa1 hew outcrop svidencV of ■ important

areis of minGralization'of'"-tho'kind recognized '"by the ancients- But there is

of course' the possibility of finding" doposits of "modern"- .minerals in which

thb ancients were not interested.

So far, consideration has been given only to deposits at the surface

or recognizable from' slight indications* But in tire long "term'"the -main

problem in Africa is hot so much the finding" of Such deposits, important

as this may'i3eV "as'of replacing lihem when they "become exhausted a few

score years' hence. Here we'meet the major task of finding, in the appro

priate' geological setting, deposits that do not outcrop, and yet on

geological' grounds may be expected to exist ai; depth; sometimes they may

be hidden from view only by younger superficial formations, 'such' as

alluvium'or laterite, or "by lihick forest, while at otker times'1 they may'

lie deep within the solid rocks. To solve this vitally important problem
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wilV^f.r\®^r®$ ^ad^i. a°.cu^ula'fcion pf .a wide^ ranp _of ;information_4in^

long-continued scientific and technical research of a h,i^h order, and,,

especially,./great financial resources; but the possibility of gaining

great rewards in. this way may well b.e assumed, and the urgency of the

problem will increase as time,goes. on.. ■ ,

1# BasJ-c surveys* F^>r the promb^ioh of mineral' investi^tiori,: there

is scope in practically all countries of Africa, in varying degrees,

for 'the' Initiation or eztension of a wide range of basic surveysj inclu

ding photo^aphi'c,-!fop6grapliic, geological";*geomorphologxoal, mih

gical, and varloks01 types Vf geophysicai survey.1 '^'

2 *... .^?ftof^a.Phi'° and fo'Pogz'aphio surveys. Photographs are required not

vffi?*, f-°r, ^kf.^P^uction,. of topographic, maps but also, to provide geological,

structural, mineralogical and geomorphblo^icaj. information,. ."Where, time,

adequacy of ground control^ or other factors do.not permit of" tbe.produ-

,.o^on-of,^an^^,^9^o^^^°^a^89 various forms of controlled mosaics,

print, lay-downs, etc., as. used by government depart.iiie.nts, oil and mining

companies, can provide valuable substitutes temporarily.

eo;-riv,r* .. ;Ur_ :. ? ?. y.vo <■■■■>■ oi' -;.:.. -.-v j:- ,1 ?■■.■;>■■ f k.^,-.- ..o "■ ■-t--.;.^. ■'■ - , ■•'; <.-■■■ '■ . ; .

3- . Geological surveys. In the relatively, well-developed territories,

"^f.S?"®**6?* 'n.e^Pf?'b^S:yr-??1.aJJ?s ^o1 improved salary and other conditions

so as to attract and retain geologists^ palaeontologists, chemists, geo-

physioists..and, other scientifip officers, of the official Geological Surveys

and bring their, establishments up to strength. In addition,. in',view of.

the almost universal difficulty in issuing the maps and other publications

of the surveys in time to be of: maximum use to the public, the mining

companies, etc, it is important that the causes of the, delays should be

ca?'^ful:iy,iinyes^ga."fced- by the governments concerned.and. steps;taken to

remedy them; consideration should be given also to increasing the editing,
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clerical, and draughting and other staffs as may "be necessary to assist

in expediting publication. In some cases consideration could be given

to rapid and relatively inexpensive methods of reproduction, as employed

by some of the African Geological Surveys, . ,

In the less, well-developed territories the first step needed, follo

wing the provision of air photographs and. maps, is "the- establishment of

a Geological Survey?: both for its primary task of geological mapping andr

for the investigation of minerals, including all rock and mineral products

required, for local use, advice on water supplies and engineering geology,

and the publication of reports. No form of temporary survey by government

or concessionaires farms any satisfactory substitute for such an establi

shed Geological Survey, wherein personal and departmental knowledge and

experience can be accumulated and a satisfactory geological information

service be provided for the public and mining companies.

Staff and training., Ttfhere it is proposed to train indigenous men

for the posts of geologist,chemist, etc. in the Geological Service, it is

necessary, to aim at the high standard of qualification, i.e.a- good Honours

degree, that is normally demanded of expatriate staff* For this a total

period of not less than about five years is required after School Certificate

standard, after which two years experience in the field under supervision

is necessary before an officer can be regarded as qualified to work: indepen

dently. Candidates for the required university degree courses should be

selected from experienced and competent technical assistants trained within

the Geological Survey Department, or from menwith other comparable experience,

In any new services, as in the old, in view of the strong competition

from existing organizations for well-qualified geologists, it is important

that the conditions of service within the Geological Survey should be

sufficient both to attract and retain competent geologists*
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The efficiency and keenness of the staff of the Geological Survey

should-t>e maintained by interchange of information with neighbouring : ■

Surveys, and by interchange, of visits by the"staff, as well as ty attend

ance at appropriate regional and international conferences. <;

Geological Surveys of limited staff and equipment should maintain

close contact' with some 6'iher stronger and wei:Uequip£ed organization

for purposes of advice and technical assistance as required. " ■■" :: '"'' -

Information Service* In many territories it would be desirable for the

public information service to stimulate public interest in Geological

Survey activities and mineral possibilities, and the public should be

encouraged to submit specimens of rocks and minerals for examination.

The Geological Survey should be enabled to maintain an adequate museum

and library for public use as well as for its own technical requirements.

The study of ""basement" rocks> Since a very large percentage of Africa
■•■■■..■■' " " . " ■. ■ .■ ■ , ■ ■ .." ■ • ..-..-.■■ ■■ .. "x::.b1

is underlain by ancient sediments and metamorphic ancTIgneous rocks," mainly

of pre-Cambrian age and often referred to as the local "basement" rocks,

and since these rocks yield a high percentage of the important mineral

deposits.of Africa, in ths less well-known, territories, special attention

should be devoted to them by the Geological Surveys and mining companies.

Age determination,by radio-active methods. For .the. required intensive

study,of age^relations,, succession and structures of the pre-Gambrian or

."basement" rocks, all of which .has a bearing on the .question of-.possible

mineral occurrencej it is necessary that the ages of the various forma- -

tions should be determined, as by radio-active and geochemical methods*

In view of the importance of such studies to the Geological Surveys, and

the great difficulty commonly experienced in obtaining an adequate number

of age determinations of their rocks and minerals, consideration should
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be given to the question of intentional collaboration in the setting

up of a centxar laboratory suitable and adequate for this purpose.

Inquiry could be made as to' whether the United Nations Atomic Energy-

Centre could assist in this matter.

University collaboration with Geological Surveys. Local and external

universities should be' encouraged to assist i;he official t>ee&gioal Surveys

in the solution of specialist Emblems connected with their geological,

m-Lneraiogical and geophysical activities. Because of the opportunities

for research and training offered in this way, the universities'are often

very willing to give this assistance, provided they are afforded travel

and out-of-pocket expenses.

x^mx mineral deposits.' Known mineral deposits, potentially important,

.sometimes remain unexamined or undeveloped for,long periods owing to

obstacles connected with mining law, taxation, customs tariffs, land rights,

tribal consideration,, lack of communication, etc., and it is desirable

" thai ■whenever possible these' difficdltiGB..-.Should-:-be^removG.a-:and:--tho

deposits developed to support the economy.

The development of some mineral deposits is held up owing to lack of

knowledge of suitable mineral or metallurgical processing, as in the case

: of certain mixed sulphides and oxides, or of certain carbonatite minerals,

such as those of niobium "and the rare earths, or because of low grade or

difficulties in upgrading. Advice on such matters should be sought through

one or other of the various forms of technical assistance available.

Minerals-promts for local use. Apart from minerals required for export,

most countries contain a wide range of rock and mineral products capable

of local use and of assisting .the economy-by serving as the.basis for

industries* such products include cement materials (limestones and
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..shales), fertilizers^(phosphates, potash,) limestones for agricultural

■.use,, salt,, gypsum, abrasives,; clay^ ;for ceramic .use, brick-making, etc.,

v road and;building materials, as^stolVigraphite, galena, etc.; .The official

Geological Surveys and.other local organizations should be given every

/facility for the discovery; description and utilization of such products.

■■■Jfeft?8 ?e?^mente- .^enja^ considerable amountyof^prpspectin^.:is^ taking

j>lace in a country, and where the.development and exploitation of mineral

; ^eppsits is in its ...early .stages, a mines .authority is required.for control

_/:pf prospecting, issue, of.licenses and leases,^ supervision of mining, safety

, measures, etc.,_and.in some cases to give technical-adyice on prospecting

and early stages of mining. According to the scope of operations for the

time being, an Inspector of Mines, could be attached to a Geological Sur

vey Department,or a "separate Department of"*n:es-esMi&Hed;:4n some

cases ideological Surveys and Mine* ^epartmbn^srform::separa^e"'"divisions of
a large organization,1' "" ' !' .■"''' ■■■■'■• ;■■■■■■■.■;:■ .-.:..■,- '■■>-.■

Official encouragement of prospecting, in order not to discourage pros

pecting and mining it is important that.the procedureregulating the search

for minerals and the applications for and the holding of mining title should,

while having due regard to the susceptibilities of '"tie indigenous peoples,

not be too complicated and be straightforward".axJi just -to 'the prospector

and the interests providing the finance. Measures should be taken to

control the exercise of any rights held over the'land and the minerals

locally in such a way that suitable' prospectors and mining companies meet

with the minimum hindrance to their operations, which should not be be

devilled by the necessity f6r ■protr,&;£.t.e.&1■;jaegoti.a%i5ii:^^ith'many individuals*

Where minerals are not-the property of the State, and:it is: not feasible or

advisable for1 them to be so vested, the State:shbuld/ in:the public interest,

take control of the usage 'of' ■■these"ri'gKi's ^^nb*'indiv^xluar''should be able,
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by virtue of some: strategically placed minor interest,- to hold^egi'tiftiate

prospectors and mining interests Vo ransom for his own personal: gain.-- .-

The prospecting for and exploitation of minerals often involves a

very considerable investment of risk capital, most of which for many

years to come will have to be' obtained from outside Africa; therefore in

order "not to discourage interest in the mineral' prospects of a country,

it is"essential that prospecting areas should be large enough to justify

this expenditure and to make the enterprise appear a reasonable business

risk. Also some of the most modern methods of prospecting need a large

area in' order -to be economic and effective., But at the same; t&rie rights

should not be granted over areas that are so "large 'that'parts which"could

be "property explored by dther suitable applicants -are held idle. For a

similar'reaisbri; prospecting rights should be limited to those minerals ■

for "which/-search Is' intended :and it should be made possible for suitable

app-licahis to "obtain rigits over the same area for minerals-other-than :

-'grsinted,: taking the precaution to provide for ~reasonable"' ^

interference by the subsequent grantees.;- Exclusive ^

be■subject to minimuffi 'working obligations vand

ire"-grahted-should:be short;i The number -Of■-•■

reiie'ijai3; should "be lxiiiited, giving

they sEould!be;'subjectr to tie

workingoMigations,-'having^been coihpiieii-witho.--" .■■■■j-.;^:-'-. - = ■ ■■ =-'--o;-: .■■:■;■

Insecurity of tenure of mining leases can keep the right kind of

operator away, leaving a country open

'leases should convey rights over a period sufficient to justify the'capital

investment'entailed. ""This "may1 "best be"'" achieved byprovidihg for the "title

to' have'a' moderate UfeV of say'21" to" 25" years", "wi'th1' the right of: renewal

for one or" two further similar" periods,"' These should be subject to the
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minimum working obligations, which -the leane should.contain, having. ■:

been- complied with. .However, to prevent parts of the lease or any . .,

economic minerals in which the operator, is not interested from being

kept unworkedj. its area should be limited to that necessary for raining

the minerals for which it is granted, and in cases where it is necessary

to obviate interference by granting the area for all minerals, it should

be limited to coyer the actual mineral deposits only, any sites outside

this required, for surface works and buildings being provided by surface

title only.

■-". Mining is;a speculative undertaking and a mine is a wasting §sset..

Therefore, if taxation is not going, to discourage genuine operators, it/,

mustohave regard to-the return which the private investor would,reaso

nably anticipate from such an investment. It is also in the best.inte-

rest of .the community that deposits should,be properly .worked out and...

the^maximum economic amount .of low grade -: ore extracted*.. Taxes on, esse-;

nti&l fuel and.: material used inmining and royalities or export,, duties .

based on.van amount per ton, or a percentage of value.,of production,,i7rais.e

costs, and therefore1 increase the:. tonnage of .marginal ore. that.-will be ,

unprofitable.to workj .decrease the reserves.available,for economic;exp-,

loitation"and shorten the.life of- the mine, however, these objections do

not apply; to a':;tax which is a reasonable proportion of t^e.,profits, e.g*

the income or profits tax, provided the amortisation. of. t;he capital' T. ...

expenditure in obtaining and developing, the mine as a wasting asset is

taken into, accpunt as a deduction from gross income. The ideal would

appear,, to be,, to, levy, no, taxes until the mining enterprise shows a profit,

but i% must be, realized that a large prospecting, and mining campaign and

its,.effects, upps t,he.,local community usually lead to considerable extra

exp.ense to,, tl^e State, in. administration, police, public works and other
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services, and many Afrioan States will need some extra revenue to cover

this. Therefore it is customary to provide for some taxes in the form

of rents and minimum charges during the prospecting and the pre-production

period.

Methods of prospecting and mining are subject to constant change and

minerals which are merely of academic interest now may gain economic

importance later; therefore provision should he made for the executive

in special oases to negotiate for and grant right that vary from those

laid down for normal application. This should apply also to the rates of

royalties and taxes and the method of their applicati-on, which may have to be

modified to conform with those already established for the particular

mineral elsewhere, or to fit in with the taxes payable in their own country

by the financiers backing the project.




